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Introduction

This paper addresses a unique aspect of the conflict between discretionary family trusts and relationship property rights in New Zealand. It focuses on the lack of relationship property rights a spouse or partner\(^1\) has in a trust that has been settled by a third party to the relationship. In many family contexts in New Zealand this arises where property has been put into trust by parents to preserve it for future generations. This ‘dynastic’ trust property can easily become integral to a particular relationship without ever beneficially vesting in either partner, especially where it constitutes the family home or land that is contributed to throughout the relationship such as family farms. At the end of the relationship, no rights arise in relation to this property because it is not beneficially owned by either party to the relationship. Yet, the party who is connected to the property through their family ‘dynasty’ is likely to continue to enjoy the tangible benefits of the trust, which can create significant inequality between the parties in terms of the financial and economic impact separation has on either spouse.

The challenges a disadvantaged spouse meets at the interface between dynastic trust property and the end of his or her relationship are complex. It is clear that there are no ‘relationship property rights’ in assets held in dynastic trusts and that there never could have been, as long as neither party had beneficial ownership of the property that was relevant to their relationship. Unlike the situation where spouses settle their property on trust during their relationship, the connection between dynastic trust assets is more remote. This means it is more difficult, if at all possible, to justify creating a relationship property right in dynastic trust assets. However, with the increasing number of family trusts being used in New Zealand, it is relevant to give this issue consideration because the trusts that are settled between spouses this generation are likely to still hold the assets that become intertwined in the relationships of the next generation. The spouses of the next-generation beneficiaries could face a very difficult situation where the financial consequences of separation cannot be mitigated by clear property entitlements.

The ultimate aim of this paper is to test the strength of the protection that dynastic trusts provide over assets, such as family homes, from post-relationship claims. Fundamental to this

\(^1\) The terms ‘spouse’ and ‘partner’ are used interchangeably in a general sense throughout this paper, except where it is made clear that a context only refers to one specific class of relationships.
is the system that creates relationship property rights in New Zealand under the Property (Relationships) Act 1976.

Chapter I will give a broad overview of the conflict between dynastic trusts and relationship property rights which will set the scene for considering whether a spousal claim to dynastic trust property can be substantiated within New Zealand’s relationship property framework.

Chapter II assesses the current ways in which trust property could be vulnerable to a post-relationship claim and applies this to the dynastic context. It is clear that in the absence of ‘relationship property rights’ it will be very difficult for a spouse to succeed in acquiring any substantive provision from a dynastic trust.

Chapter III provides a comparative basis from both the English and Australian jurisdictions, where fundamentally different systems exist for determining post-relationship entitlements. This provides greater scope for considering interests in dynastic trusts in the redistribution of wealth between parties at the end of their relationship.

Finally, Chapter IV puts forward some conceptual challenges to establishing a ‘relationship property’ claim to dynastic assets. It will be argued that the relevance of dynastic trust assets to spouses at the end of their relationship cannot be conceived in terms of proprietary entitlements, which is what New Zealand’s system is based on. Justifying the relevance of a dynastic trust in a post-relationship context can only be rationalised from a non-proprietary basis, such as spousal obligation to remedy relationship generated financial need, which would require a wide system change to address.

Overall I contend that there can be no relationship property rights in dynastic trust assets because such rights cannot be conceptually coherent with the kind of proprietary equality the Property (Relationships) Act is concerned with achieving. Accordingly, holding assets in dynastic trusts effectively turns family homes into castles by creating a conceptual impenetrability against any relationship based proprietary claim. For any greater remedy to exist for a disadvantaged spouse there would need to be a re-evaluation of the type of post-relationship equality that may be socially desirable to alleviate the level of need and economic disadvantage generated by broken relationships.
I. An Overview of the Issues with Dynastic Trusts and Relationship Property Rights

A. The Limited Concept of ‘Relationship Property Rights’ in New Zealand

Sharing property at the end of a relationship has become a significant consequence of living together as a couple in New Zealand. This has developed over an evolutionary course of legal reform that has created relationship-based entitlements to property. Traditionally, such entitlements developed in response to the perceived injustice that an application of strict legal title would otherwise cause to a non-owning spouse in the post-relationship context. The expansion of relationship property rights has been influenced both by changing societal norms and by an increased acceptance that a relationship is a partnership of equals, which demands equal outcomes when the relationship ends. New Zealand couples now find themselves in a situation where, at the end of their relationship, expecting to share in the fruits of their partnership is reasonable. Underpinning this expectation is the current form of the Property (Relationships) Act 1976 (‘P(R)A’), which presumes significant relationships give rise to an equal entitlement to share in ‘relationship property.’ This means that classification of an asset as ‘relationship property’ generally mandates equal division of that asset and accordingly requires a modification of the parties’ respective property rights to this effect. A clear rationale for this is that all forms of contribution to the partnership are

---

2 This is the widest conception of relationships that are potentially caught by the operation of New Zealand’s relationship property regime. See Property (Relationships) Act 1976, s 2E subject to s 14AA.

3 Family Law Service (NZ) (looseleaf ed, LexisNexis, Wellington) at [7.301]. For a general overview of these reforms see Bill Atkin and Wendy Parker “Relationship Property in New Zealand” (2nd ed, LexisNexis, Wellington 2009) at 1-21.

4 This is evident in the extension of legislative jurisdiction to both de facto couples and same sex couples. See Atkin and Parker, above n 3, at 5-10.

5 Nicola Peart “The Property (Relationships) Amendment Act 2001: A Conceptual Change” (2008) 39 VUWLR 813 at 819. See also Department of Justice Report of the Working Group on Matrimonial Property and Family Protection (October 1988) at 3, which states that equality in partnership is a principle underpinning New Zealand family law that the law should endorse.

6 This includes marriages, civil unions and de facto relationships as defined in Property (Relationships) Act, ss 2A-2E, subject to the exceptions in s 14 where the relationship is of ‘short duration.’

7 Property (Relationships) Act, s 8 defines ‘relationship property’ to be the family home whenever acquired, family chattels whenever acquired, and, essentially, any property acquired by either party in contemplation of, or during, the relationship. See also Property (Relationships) Act, ss 9A and 10 discussed below at n 36-38.

8 Property (Relationships) Act, s 11 provides that spouses and partners are entitled to “share equally in the family home, family chattels and other relationship property.” This is subject to exceptions in s 13, if equal sharing of relationship property would be ‘repugnant to justice,’ and ss 14, 14A and 14AA, which apply when the relationship is of short duration.
recognised as being of equal value and the contributing parties are therefore equally entitled to the asset pool that collectively represents their joint enterprise.\(^9\)

However, any ideal of achieving post-relationship equality between partners is inherently limited by the terms of the P(R)A itself. The P(R)A is a code for determining the division of a couple’s property on dissolution of their relationship.\(^10\) By design, it only has powers to modify property rights in what it strictly defines as being property that is both beneficially owned by either party to the relationship and within the meaning of ‘relationship property.’\(^11\)

The entire concept of relationship property in New Zealand is therefore a statutory construct and, beyond the terms of the P(R)A, relationship property rights per se do not exist. In a sense, this makes the P(R)A as much a regime for preserving separate property as it is for ensuring “equal contributions” are recognised and “just division” of relationship property is achieved.\(^12\)

The rights to any ‘separate property’\(^13\) owned by either party when the relationship ends, are protected from any relationship-based variance.\(^14\) It is therefore possible, and legitimate under the P(R)A, that partners leave a relationship with disparate economic wealth.

Fundamental to the limited equality that the P(R)A promotes, is the ability for spouses to individually retain full ownership rights in assets during the relationship and therefore deal with their property in a way that is not constrained by the existence of their relationship.\(^15\)

The deferred nature of relationship property rights creates a somewhat ironic system where rights only crystallise, generally, when the relationship is over.\(^16\) This makes it clear that the fact of a relationship does not itself create property rights in particular assets; rights against

\(^9\) Peart, above n 5.
\(^10\) Property (Relationships) Act, s 4.
\(^11\) Property (Relationships Act), ss 8 and 11. See also s 2, definition of ‘owner’ in relation to property as ‘beneficial owner.’
\(^12\) Property (Relationships Act), s 1M (b) and (c).
\(^13\) Property (Relationships Act), ss 9 and 10.
\(^14\) There is a limited ability to make orders against ‘separate property’ under ss 44C and 44F, where compensation can be ordered out of separate property if there has been a disposition of ‘relationship property’ to a trust or company defeating a spouse or partner’s rights under the Act. Generally, however, protection for any property beneficially owned by either party at separation that is not ‘relationship property’ is implicit in the Act’s codification, above n 10.
\(^15\) Property (Relationships) Act, s 19.
\(^16\) Property (Relationships) Act, s 20B provides an exception to deferred nature of relationship property rights by giving a protected interest in the family home to a non-owning spouse, against the owner’s unsecured creditors. There is, however, no protection in the situation where neither spouse has beneficial ownership of the family home, such as if it is owned by a company or held in trust, but for a right to compensation out of relationship property as determined at separation in s 11B Property (Relationships) Act.
specific property only arise by virtue of obligations imposed by statute when the relationship ends.\textsuperscript{17} The deferred nature of rights under the P(R)A indicates that, at least in New Zealand, entitlement to an interest in property arising from a relationship reflects a limited obligation owed by partners to make restitution only for relationship contributions that they will unequally benefit from after the relationship ends. Inequality of continued benefit is manifestly limited to the retention of beneficially owned ‘relationship property,’ which is taken to be representative of relationship contributions.\textsuperscript{18} There are no compensatory rights for the mere fact that contributions have been made during the relationship; when there is no property to represent this relationship effort at the end, neither party will be benefiting from the enterprise more than the other.

For example, if a couple lived in a house purchased during their marriage but registered only in the husband’s name, on separation relationship property rights arise in the house, which is deemed to be a product of their joint contributions.\textsuperscript{19} If no relationship property rights arose, the husband would continue to have the benefit of owning the house but the wife would not have any equivalent value for her relationship efforts. But what if he had sold the house prior to separation and dissipated the proceeds, for example in a failed business venture? Regardless of the contributions expended by the wife during the relationship, her rights are limited to existing ‘relationship property’ at separation.\textsuperscript{20} Despite the husband being able to unilaterally decrease the available relationship property existing at the end by selling the house during the relationship, the ultimate lack of property representing their shared enterprise means the husband will not continue to benefit from the relationship efforts by retaining ownership of the house any more than his wife will. Although it seems antithetical to the intention of equalising relationship contributions and treating both partners as equal,

\textsuperscript{17} RL Fisher (ed) \textit{Fisher on Matrimonial and Relationship Property} (looseleaf ed. LexisNexis) at [1.2].

\textsuperscript{18} This is reinforced by recognising that the P(R)A only allows redress for any wider economic disparity that has been generated by the relationship, such as disparity in earning capacity caused by the division of functions during the relationship, out of property it classifies as ‘relationship property.’ See Property (Relationships) Act, s 15.

\textsuperscript{19} Property (Relationships) Act, s 8.

\textsuperscript{20} Property (Relationships) Act, s 25. As noted, above n 16, there is a right to compensation out of relationship property for the absence of beneficial ownership in the family home but only to an equal share in other relationship property, which will now normally be a presumed entitlement under s 11 anyway. The compensatory power will also be fruitless if there is little ‘relationship property’ available which was acknowledged by the Court in \textit{Schubert v Schubert} [2001] 1 NZLR 76 (HC) at [25] as being ‘unfortunate.’ That case was decided under the equivalent provision of the Matrimonial Property Act 1976 and involved an unsuccessful claim by the wife for compensation when the matrimonial home was owned by a company of which her husband was a shareholder. The Court made clear, at [25], that the limits of the available remedy indicate Parliament’s intention of what is to occur in the situation where neither party has beneficial ownership of the matrimonial home.
this outcome demonstrates that the real concern of the P(R)A is equalising the relative effect of contributions after the relationship ends, insofar as this corresponds to relationship property owned by the parties.

For these reasons it is clear that the concept of ‘relationship property rights’ is limited in New Zealand and the expectation of post-relationship equality with one’s spouse should be informed by this.

B. The General Conflict Between Relationship Property and Discretionary Trusts

This conception of relationship property rights relies on any disposition of property during a relationship resulting in a cessation of future benefit in that property, which does not require redress according to the P(R)A. Challenges to this arise when the disposition is to a discretionary trust from which de facto benefit can be enjoyed in the absence of beneficial ownership. The P(R)A presumes that at the end of their relationship a couple will beneficially own the fruits of their relationship but the prevalence of discretionary trusts as vehicles for holding family assets means this is not a reality for many New Zealanders.\(^{21}\)

When property is held in a discretionary trust it is not equitably vested in any individual beneficiary unless or until the trustees exercise their discretion to allocate trust property to that beneficiary.\(^{22}\) This means that a person who holds a discretionary interest in trust has no proprietary rights in any of the assets subject to the trust.\(^{23}\) Rather, a discretionary interest represents a mere hope of benefiting from the exercise of trustee discretion and the right to have this interest protected by due administration of the trust.\(^{24}\) Issues with the use of these trusts have arisen particularly where a person without beneficial ownership of trust assets nonetheless has sufficient control over and enjoyment of the property to be considered

---

\(^{21}\) When the equal sharing of the P(R)A was introduced in 1976 this would have been the case, but for a number of reasons discretionary trusts have become increasingly used as a device for protecting property from personal liabilities. See Law Commission Some Issues with the Law of Trusts in New Zealand: Review of the Law of Trusts Second Issues Paper (NZLC PP20, 2010) at 10. See also Nicola Peart “Relationship Property and Trusts: Unfulfilled Expectations” (paper presented to New Zealand Law Society Relationship Property Intensive, August 2010) 1.


\(^{23}\) Nation v Nation [2005] 3 NZLR 46 (CA) at [74]; Hunt v Muollo [2003] 2 NZLR 332 (CA) at [11]; Johns v Johns [2004] 3 NZLR 202 (CA) at [34]. The Supreme Court confirmed this view of discretionary interests in Kain v Hutton [2008] NZSC 61; [2008] 3 NZLR 589 at [25] and [33].

\(^{24}\) Gartside v Inland Revenue Commissioners [1968] AC 553 (HL) at 617-618 per Lord Wilberforce.
tantamount to ownership. In particular contexts where rights would arise for a third party in that property if beneficial ownership was vested in this ‘controlling’ party, it appears that the trust enables an avoidance of obligation.

Given the dramatic increase in the number of discretionary trusts over the last decade, it is clear why the use of discretionary trusts for holding family property is perceived as becoming increasingly problematic for New Zealand’s relationship property law. The objectives of the Property (Relationships) Act fit into the category of being undermined by the benefit-without-burden paradox that discretionary interests seem to create. “Owner” is defined in the Property (Relationships) Act as meaning “in respect of property … a person who is the beneficial owner of the property.” This qualifies the scope of “property” that the Property (Relationships) Act applies to and indicates why property in which either party has an interest less than beneficial ownership is not within the reach of the Property (Relationships) Act. Assets that would, if in the beneficial ownership of either spouse, be divisible as relationship property are protected from such division based on the nature of either spouse’s limited interest in the property. This is despite the fact that trust property might represent relationship contributions and the retention of the benefits that can be conferred through a discretionary interest would, but for the trust, give rise to the obligation of equal sharing at the end of the relationship.

This conflict encourages the question of whether there should be a relationship property claim to assets that are not beneficially owned by either spouse and if so, when? Insofar as a trust undermines the objective of equal sharing that the Property (Relationships) Act seeks to achieve, there is a case for arguing relationship rights should be protected and prioritised against the trust so the obligations that would otherwise be owed to a spouse at the end of the relationship are not

26 According to the latest available statistics, there were 253,800 tax returns filed by estates or trusts for 2010, which is an increase from the 145,900 filed for 2001: Inland Revenue “Returns filed 2002-2011” <www.ird.govt.nz/aboutir/external-stats/tax-returns/filed/> . Notably, this only reflects the number of trusts that generate income and are therefore registered for tax. There is an indefinite number of trusts existing that hold capital assets, which do not generate income, such as family homes.
27 See Law Commission, above n 21. See also Nicola Peart, Mark Henaghan and Greg Kelly “Trusts and Relationship Property in New Zealand” 17 Trusts & Trustees 866 for a recent overview of the interaction between relationship property and trusts in New Zealand.
28 Property (Relationships) Act, s 2.
29 Property (Relationships Act, s 2 defines ‘property’ to include “(a) real property; (b) personal property; (c) any estate or interest in any real property or personal property; (d) any debt or any thing in action; (e) any other right or interest.”
avoided. This would be evident in a situation where, post-relationship, inequality in continued benefit from relationship efforts exists because of the trust. For example, a couple who have put their lifestyle block into trust, thereby divesting either of them of beneficial ownership might both be discretionary beneficiaries in relation to the property but on separation only one will continue to live there and realistically continue to benefit from it, while the other has to find somewhere to live with no substantial financial assistance guaranteed from the trust. There is a clear deprivation of entitlement to the ultimate fruits of the relationship which is fundamentally what the P(R)A is supposed to remedy.

The question becomes more complex when the trust has been settled by a third party to the relationship. The deprivation of any P(R)A entitlement is not so clear in this situation. If a couple live in a family home that is owned by a trust settled by the wife’s parents of which the wife is a discretionary beneficiary, a likely scenario in New Zealand when the house is attached to multi-generational farm land, neither will have beneficial ownership in the house to support any P(R)A rights. The consequences of relationship break down are the same as for the couple above; the husband will have to find somewhere else to live and the wife will most likely be able to continue to enjoy the lifestyle they had built up. However, unlike the situation where at least one of the spouses had beneficial ownership but chose to divest themselves of it, in this instance neither party ever had beneficial ownership in the asset. From the outset, no relationship property rights could accrue in relation to that property, regardless of any relationship contributions made to the property and each other.

This ‘dynastic trust’ situation is the crux of this paper and is a distinct aspect of the conflict between discretionary trusts and end-of-relationship claims to trust assets. The issue is whether assets held in these trusts could be, or should be, vulnerable to a spousal claim when trust property has been integrally involved in the claimant’s relationship.

---

30 This was essentially the premise underlying the Working Group Report’s recommendation that amendment be made to the Matrimonial Property Act 1976 to provide power to access capital in discretionary trusts, although this recommendation has not been adopted. See Working Group Report, above n 5, at 13 and 14. See also Peart, Henaghan and Kelly, above n 27, at 871.

31 Property (Relationships) Act 1976, s 44C does provide power to compensate a spouse for dispositions to trust that defeat rights and would likely be operable in the above example. However, it only enables compensation to be made out of trust income as a last resort and gives not right to trust capital. This power will be discussed further in Chapter 2.

32 Admittedly, the nature of the wife’s continued benefit would be subject to trustee discretion, but it is likely that in fact her lifestyle will remain the same, given the close family relationships generally involved in the administration of family trusts in New Zealand.
C. Clarifying the Dynastic Difference

Dynastic trusts, for the purposes of this dissertation, are discretionary family trusts settled by a third party to a relationship. The settlor is usually a parent of one of the spouses and the beneficiaries tend to be the children of the settlor, probably his or her grandchildren and perhaps nieces or nephews. The settlor’s child, A, will obviously be a discretionary beneficiary and A’s spouse may be a discretionary beneficiary during the marriage or relationship. As these interests will be discretionary they cannot themselves be touched by the P(R)A. The trustees could include the settlor, or any other person. It is likely, as with many family trusts, that the settlor retains a power to remove and appoint trustees. Immediately these kinds of trusts are distinguishable from spousal trusts, which are settled by one or both of the parties to the marriage. It will be easier to associate property that is subject to a spousal trust to a relationship and therefore lost relationship property entitlements, even though in both types of trusts neither party has beneficial ownership of any trust asset. The association of a couple to dynastic trust property will usually be through use and corresponding contributions, the core example being the family home owned by trust.

The label ‘dynastic’ relates not just to the technical ownership structure of the trust but also to the purpose for which the trust was settled. Property has been settled on trust for the benefit of a wide class of beneficiaries with the underlying intention of preserving assets for existing and future family members. In New Zealand especially, assets like family farms are the common subjects of trust with clear settlor intention to preserve the economic viability of such property, as well as ensuring retention of assets within the family continues. Settling family property on trust is an important consideration in succession planning and enables clear intentions for the passing on assets that are so economically and sentimentally valuable to generations to be protected. The desire to preserve family wealth is perfectly understandable and society as a whole benefits where the preservation of family wealth is economically beneficial to employment and production. This will be the case in many family operated businesses in New Zealand, especially for land based enterprise which generates significant economic activity.

34 Peart, Henaghan and Kelly, above n 27, at 867.
35 New Zealand has long been economically driven by primary industries that are supported by multi-generational land bases. As recently as the June quarter 2012 the agriculture industry was the largest contributor to economic growth: Statistics New Zealand “Gross Domestic Product June 2012 Quarter”
Importantly, the external source of dynastic assets, being generally derived from parents or other family members but not from either party to the relationship, suggests that they are in a different category to what would generally be considered to constitute ‘fruits of the partnership’.\(^{36}\) Section 10 P(R)A provides that property received voluntarily from a third party, such as through gift, inheritance or dispositions from trusts settled by a third party, will be separate property. This limits the kind of access a spouse would have to wider family assets that had passed into their spouse’s beneficial ownership, whether or not there was ever a trust involved. However, s 10 also provides that this property can become relationship property if it is used as the family home,\(^{37}\) or chattels,\(^{38}\) or has become so intermingled with relationship property it is unreasonable to treat it separately.\(^{39}\) The other way in which s10 property could give rise to relationship property rights is under s 9A. Where increases in value of separate property that are attributable, whether wholly or in part, to the application of relationship property,\(^{40}\) or the contributions of a spouse are directly or indirectly attributable to an increase in value of separate property,\(^{41}\) that increase is relationship property.\(^{42}\) However, these rights only arise once beneficial ownership has passed from the third party to a spouse.\(^{43}\) So if a husband, B, had inherited land from his parents it would be separate property, but the contributions made by his wife to that property in the course of the relationship, insofar as they lead to an increase in value, could create relationship property rights in at least part of the land’s value.

It is also significant that resettlement of dynastic trust property onto another trust for the benefit of a smaller class of beneficiaries, such as a particular family unit, with the aim of providing protected inter-vivos inheritance, will prevent the accrual of relationship property

\(^{36}\) In its 1998 report on the Matrimonial Property Amendment Bill, the Government Administration Select Committee considered that assets that were not able to be classified as relationship property at any stage of the relationship were in a different category to the assets that were intended to be caught by the proposed amendments under ss 44A-44F. See Stephanie Ambler “Where There’s a Wrong There’s a Remedy – Or Is There With Trusts?” (2007) 5 NZFLJ 311.

\(^{37}\) Property (Relationships) Act, ss 2 and 10(3).

\(^{38}\) Property (Relationships) Act, ss 2 and 10(3).

\(^{39}\) Property (Relationships) Act, s 10(2).

\(^{40}\) Property (Relationships) Act, s 9A(1).

\(^{41}\) Property (Relationships) Act, s 9A(2).

\(^{42}\) Under s 9A(1) the entire increase is equally shared but under s 9A(2) a spouse is only entitled to share in the increase in proportion with his or the proportion of the increase that is attributable to his or her contribution, which contradicts the premise of equal sharing in the fruits of the relationship. For an overview and critique of the inconsistencies in s 9A see Margaret Briggs and Nicola Peart “Sharing the Increase in Value of Separate Property under the Property (Relationships) Act 1976: A Conceptual Conundrum” (2010) 24 NZULR 1.

\(^{43}\) Nation v Nation, above n 23.
rights, because beneficial ownership will never have passed to the intended beneficiary. If instead of inheriting the land, it was put into a discretionary trust by B’s parents for the benefit of B and any of his children alive at the date of vesting, and all the same contributions were made that could be connected to an increase in value, B’s wife would have no rights to the property.\textsuperscript{44} In this way the dynastic trust creates a strong kind of impenetrability over family assets by providing pre-emptive protection against their vulnerability to future spousal claims.

D. The Kidd v Van Den Brink Example

\textit{Kidd v Van den Brink}\textsuperscript{45} is a particularly useful example of the challenges spouses meet at the interface between their relationship and dynastic trust property and will be used throughout the rest of this paper as a reference point for considering the issues raised by Ms Kidd’s situation. The case involved a formerly married couple, Nicola Kidd and Stephen Van Den Brink, and a trust settled by Mr Van den Brink’s father. The Hilversum Family Trust No 2 was settled in January 1990 by Anthony Van den Brink for the final benefit of his five children. Discretionary beneficiaries included his children (the final beneficiaries), any child or remoter issue of final beneficiaries and any spouse of final beneficiaries.\textsuperscript{46} The trustees had absolute discretion over dispositions of trust property and were permitted to apply both income and capital in exercising this discretion.

Ms Kidd began living together with Mr Van Den Brink as a couple in August 1998, occupying one of a number of houses on a large dairy farm owned by a family company, the shares of which were owned by the Hilversum trust. The couple married in early 2001, having a child, Lucas, in 2004. They separated in May 2006 and the marriage was dissolved in August 2008. Throughout the marriage the couple occupied this property and both enjoyed significant benefit from the trust. Ms Kidd asserted in the High Court that the trust had “provided her and her husband with a family home, paid out-goings, provided chattels such as cars and horse trucks and funded by way of a loan of $500,000 the acquisition of a

\textsuperscript{44} Nation v Nation, above n 23.
\textsuperscript{45} Kidd v Van Den Brink, above n 33.
\textsuperscript{46} The other discretionary interests included any wife or widow of the settlor, any trust formed for the benefit of any final or discretionary beneficiary, any company owned or substantially controlled by either final or discretionary beneficiaries, and any lawful charitable object. See Kidd v Van den Brink (HC), above n 33, at [5] and [6] for further details of the terms of the trust deed.
landscaping business”\textsuperscript{47} The trust was effectively used as the over-arching structure for holding the assets of the wider Van Den Brink family and the consequences of all property relevant to this marriage being under this umbrella was that there was no available relationship property for Ms Kidd to access when the marriage was over. She was therefore faced with the challenge of finding an access route to property held in the trust in order to have any significant post-relationship resources to bridge the gap between her economic position during and after marriage.\textsuperscript{48}

Her initial claims under the P(R)A were struck out.\textsuperscript{49} The only provisions in the P(R)A to access trust assets are under s 44 and s 44C which would have required that dispositions had been made to the trust either with intention to or with the effect of defeating Ms Kidd’s entitlement to share in the property disposed of under the P(R)A. The only clear property that went to the trust from the couple was $650 per month deducted from her husband’s salary for living in the trust owned house, effectively under an informal lease.\textsuperscript{50} This did not amount to a ‘disposition’ of property to trust for the purposes of ss 44 or 44C.\textsuperscript{51}

The only other potential remedy was under s 182 Family Proceedings Act 1989 (FPA) which gives the court a discretionary power to vary the trust. Ms Kidd sought orders for trust capital to provide her with a suitable residence for herself and Lucas, separate provision for Lucas and any other order the court thought fit.\textsuperscript{52} However, to engage powers under s 182 the trust has to be a relevantly ‘ante or post nuptial settlement.’ The High Court view was that an ante nuptial settlement requires that the settlement be referable to a particular marriage.\textsuperscript{53} A general intention to provide for future spouses of final beneficiaries at the time of settlement was insufficient to make the Hilversum trust an ‘ante nuptial settlement’ given that it was settled long before any relationship between Ms Kidd and Stephen Van den Brink existed and was intended to benefit the settlor’s children, rather than the parties of any particular marriage.

\textsuperscript{47} Kidd v Van Den Brink (HC) 2009, above n 33, at [8].
\textsuperscript{48} Ms Kidd was awarded an interim spousal maintenance order so did receive a limited degree of provision pending the outcome of the property dispute: Kidd v Van den Brink FAMC Papakura FAM-2006-055-435, 8 December 2008.
\textsuperscript{49} Kidd v van den Brink (2008) 28 FRNZ 82 (HC).
\textsuperscript{50} At [40].
\textsuperscript{51} At [43]-[45].
\textsuperscript{52} Kidd v Van Den Brink (HC) 2009, above n 33, at [10].
Under the ‘post nuptial’ avenue for variation under s 182 it was argued for Ms Kidd that property subsequently settled on the trust during their particular marriage could amount to post-nuptial settlements, such as the $650 per month payments or any other transaction that amounted to a settlement of property on the trust.\textsuperscript{54} The High Court did not accept that any property subsequently settled on the trust during the marriage could constitute post nuptial settlements, although the Court of Appeal granted leave to appeal on this issue.\textsuperscript{55} The parties reached a settlement before any resolution on this point was made in court.

Although the factual outcome of the dispute Ms Kidd faced might have seen her with some provision from the trust in settlement, her case demonstrates that a spouse who has lived in a situation where property integral to the marriage is owned by a dynastic family trust is facing an up-hill battle to establish any relationship based claim against the trust at the end of the relationship. There was no legal remedy available to Ms Kidd which meant she faced a significant transition of lifestyle, the loss of her home, and she gained nothing to support this transition from her relationship, although her husband would continue to live at the same standard.\textsuperscript{56}

The protection of the Hilversum trust over the assets that had been so intertwined with Ms Kidd’s relationship is consistent with the limited nature of relationship property rights discussed above. From another point of view it could be recognised that even if her husband had significant property outside the trust in his beneficial ownership she might have faced the same situation, if the property was ‘separate.’ The questions the case raises then, may be driven more by the inadequacies of the systems we have in place in New Zealand to remedy relationship generated economic disadvantage than any particular problem that exists with the use of dynastic trusts.


The strong protection the dynastic trust affords assets like family homes is going to be a real issue in future generations as beneficiaries to this generation’s trust trend, with the number of

\textsuperscript{54}In Kidd v Van Den Brink [2010] NZCA 169, at [15] the court assumed, for strike out purposes, that subsequent transactions would have been settlements.

\textsuperscript{55} Kidd v Van Den Brink, above n 54.

\textsuperscript{56} As an aside, the Van den Brink family were ranked in the 2012 National Business Review New Zealand Rich List at 122\textsuperscript{nd} worth $75million: The National Business Review “Rich List 2012” <http://www.nbr.co.nz/rich-list-2012/99m-75m>.
family discretionary trusts increasing.\(^{57}\) The dynastic trust presents a number of interesting, and displeasing, answers for a spouse who may expect to have rights in trust property arising from his or her relationship efforts. The real issues it raises stem from the question of whether the lack of relationship property rights is a result of avoided obligations and if this is so, is the trust enabling avoidance? If not, there is an inherent vulnerability in the spouse who is left with nothing, having been supported throughout the relationship by trust property. This raises the issue of how this vulnerability should be protected, whether by informed choice to protect oneself or by rights to financial support?

\(^{57}\) The repeal of gift duty may also further encourage the transfer of more assets to trust, with the added benefit of being able to do so free of any debt back that could be treated as property. See Taxation (Tax Administration and Remedial Matters) Act 2011, s 245; Law Commission, above n 21, at 14; Peart, Henaghan, Kelly, above n 27, at 867.
II. Current Law on Post-Relationship Access to Dynastic Trust Property in New Zealand

This chapter will provide an overview of the ways that the law in New Zealand currently restricts a spouse or partner from accessing property held in a dynastic trust at the end of their relationship. To clarify, I am talking about accessing assets that are, at the end of the relationship, held in a trust settled by a person outside the relationship in question. In considering the limited ways that trust property can be accessed by a disadvantaged spouse post-relationship, it becomes clear how strong the protection afforded to family assets by dynastic trust ownership really is.

A. Property (Relationships) Act 1976

The P(R)A does not define ‘property’ to include discretionary interests in trusts, which means that a spouse’s discretionary interest will not itself create an access route to trust property at the end of a relationship. There are, however, some limited provisions in the P(R)A through which orders against trusts can be made. Orders in relation to trust property will be available where there has been an intentional disposition to defeat relationship property rights or where a disposition to trust has had the effect of defeating relationship property rights. Essentially this involves situations where, but for the trust, assets are identifiable as relationship property.

Section 44 P(R)A gives the court a wide power to make orders against third parties who have received property through a disposition that was intended to defeat rights under the Act. This could operate against a dynastic trust if, for example, a spouse disposed of an asset to a trust settled by his or her parent and the requisite intention existed, engaging the court’s power to reverse part or all of the disposition. Since the Supreme Court’s decision in Regal Castings v Lightbody, intention to defeat turns on the knowledge of the spouse or partner disposing of property to trust, at the time of disposition, of the risk that the disposition would prejudice the

---

58 Property (Relationships) Act, s 2 defines property as including “real property; personal property; any estate or interest in any real or personal property; any debt or thing in action; any other right or interest”. Although the definition is non-exhaustive, the conventional view that discretionary beneficiaries have no legal or equitable interest in trust assets until trustees exercise their discretion in favour of that beneficiary, thereby excluding discretionary interests themselves from the PRA’s application, is well supported: Nation v Nation [2005] 3 NZLR 46 (CA) at [74]; Hunt v Muollo [2003] 2 NZLR 332 (CA) at [11]; Johns v Johns [2004] 3 NZLR 202 (CA) at [34].

59 Property (Relationships) Act, s 44.

60 Property (Relationships) Act, s 44C.

relationship property rights of the other spouse or partner.\textsuperscript{62} Although the threshold for intention seems to have loosened, it remains difficult to meet which reduces the general availability of s 44.\textsuperscript{63} A further challenge in the dynastic context is the requirement that relationship property rights have been defeated by the disposition of property. This will not be the case where the relevant assets have never been beneficially owned by either spouse, as in Ms Kidd’s situation where the core assets had been owned by the trust long before the relationship even commenced.\textsuperscript{64}

In situations where s 44 does not apply, an alternative power exists in s 44C where a disposition has had the effect of defeating relationship property rights. Section 44C is a compensatory provision aimed at restoring equal sharing to assets that have been disposed of, rather than counteracting the intentional avoidance of obligation that s 44 is focused on. It recognises that property put into a discretionary trust during a relationship will not always continue to benefit both spouses equally, in the way that it would have while their shared lifestyle continued. Compensation is required to remedy the inequality of continued benefit that one spouse receives through the trust, based on the parties’ equal entitlement to share in the property if it weren’t in trust.\textsuperscript{65} Two of the key jurisdictional requirements that will make s44C inoperative in most cases concerning dynastic trusts are that the disposition must have been made by either or both spouses and it must be relationship property.\textsuperscript{66} So dispositions made by a parent, or other third party, for the benefit of one or both spouses or partners, are not affected by any powers in the P(R)A.\textsuperscript{67} The only way a s44C claim could realistically involve a dynastic trust is if either of the spouses, during the relationship, disposed of property to the dynastic trust and at separation the transfer constituted a defeat of one spouse’s PRA claim to that property. This will be the case only if the property could have been classified as relationship property and the trust gave no value or stagnant value for the receipt of the assets.\textsuperscript{68} For example, a husband might use income accrued during his marriage to contribute $20,000 to the conversion of the family sheep farm to dairy, a costly enterprise that his parent’s trust, which owns the farm, lacks the resources to fully fund. His income

\textsuperscript{62} Ryan v Unkovich [2010] 1 NZLR 434 (HC).
\textsuperscript{63} The previous test for intention required proof of fraudulent motive: Coles v Coles [1987] 4 NZFLR 621.
\textsuperscript{64} Kidd v van den Brink (2008) 28 FRNZ 82 (HC).
\textsuperscript{66} Nation v Nation, above n 58, at [144].
\textsuperscript{67} This situation will potentially be caught by s 182 Family Proceedings Act 1980, discussion of which is later in this chapter.
constitutes relationship property and, assuming the husband received no debt back for his contribution to trust property, at separation his wife would have rights to compensation for the disposition.

However, the limitations of s 44C are numerous and even in situations where there has been a clear disposition of relationship property to a dynastic trust, which does have the effect of defeating rights under the P(R)A, any award is at the court’s discretion and can only be met out of trust income, not capital assets. It will not provide direct access to trust assets in a trust-busting kind of way and so does not afford supremacy to any rights a spouse might have had in the assets now in trust. The application of relationship property to the farm conversion in the above example will not give the wife, whose rights to the $20,000 have been defeated, any claim to the farm or any increase in value that is attributable to it.

Overall, the powers under the P(R)A to access trust property provide limited access to dynastic trust property. Ms Kidd’s case demonstrates the inability of existing P(R)A remedies to get into trust property that was never in the beneficial ownership of her husband or herself. It also shows that there is no entitlement under the P(R)A to be provided for by the trust in a compensatory manner without dispositions of ‘relationship property’ actually defeating a spouse’s relationship property claim to that property. Fundamentally this outcome is in accord with the limited existence of ‘relationship property rights’ in New Zealand, as discussed in Chapter One. The P(R)A does not create any relationship property rights over property that has never been in the beneficial ownership of either spouse. Therefore, it provides no basis upon which a claim to trust assets that have been settled by someone else can rest.

---

69 Property (Relationships) Act, s 8.
70 Property (Relationships) Act, s 44C(2) provides for only three possible orders the court can make for the purpose of compensating a spouse or partner for their defeated rights: orders against the other spouse’s relationship property entitlements; orders against the other spouse’s separate property or, if the first two sources cannot provide adequate compensation, an order against trustees requiring them to apply all or part of income of the trust for a specified time or until compensation is fully paid.
71 Clearly, the inability to access trust capital can be fatal to compensation even where disposition has clearly defeated relationship property entitlements. See Ward v Ward, above n 68. This limitation is inherent in the orders available under s 44C and therefore applies to all discretionary trusts whether properly classified as a dynastic trust or a spousal trust.
72 Potentially this kind of contribution could give rise to the husband having a constructive trust claim against the trustees, depending on the reasonable expectations of the husband and the trustees in the circumstances under which they received the $20,000. The potential access to trust assets via a constructive trust claim will be discussed further on in this chapter.
This outcome highlights the unique challenge dynastic trusts can create for disadvantaged spouses at the end of relationships, or will create in future generations, by keeping property outside relationships. Relationship property rights will not accrue over trust assets regardless of the use to which they are put or the connection between trust property and a particular relationship, if they remain outside the beneficial ownership of either spouse. This raises further concerns where trust property is contributed to by a couple through their relationship and may be measurably improved in value through joint efforts of the relationship.\textsuperscript{73} The P(R)A makes no provision for this situation. The fact that one spouse will no longer benefit from contributions made to trust property once the relationship ends, is an issue that has to be addressed outside the P(R)A.

**B. Section 182 Family Proceedings Act 1980**

The only other statutory power to access trust property when a relationship ends exists in s 182 Family Proceedings Act 1980 (‘FPA’). Section 182 is, however, only available upon dissolution of marriage or civil union so it is of no assistance for de facto couples or for immediate relief upon separation.

Section 182 provides that:

**182 Court may make orders as to settled property, etc**

(1) On, or within a reasonable time after, the making of an order under Part 4 of this Act or a final decree under Part 2 or Part 4 of the Matrimonial Proceedings Act 1963, a Family Court may inquire into the existence of any agreement between the parties to the marriage or civil union for the payment of maintenance or relating to the property of the parties or either of them, or any ante-nuptial or post-nuptial settlement made on the parties, and may make such orders with reference to the application of the whole or any part of any property settled or the variation of the terms of any such agreement or settlement, either for the benefit of the children of the marriage or civil union or of the parties to the marriage or civil union or either of them, as the Court thinks fit. [Emphasis added]

A settlement in this context has a wide meaning, in line with the House of Lords interpretation of the equivalent English provision in *Brooks v Brooks*.\textsuperscript{74} Essentially a settlement requires some form of on-going provision for the parties to a marriage (as opposed to an absolute or outright disposition of property such as a gift, which would not constitute a

\textsuperscript{73} See for example *Q v Q* (2005) 24 FRNZ 232 (FC).

\textsuperscript{74} *Brooks v Brooks* [1996] AC 375 (HL) which addressed the meaning of nuptial settlement under s 24(1)(c) Matrimonial Causes Act 1973. See *Kidd v Van Den Brink* [2010] NZCA 169 at [8].
A trust has been regarded as a ‘quintessential’ example of a settlement. Section 182 can therefore be viewed as a very wide trust busting power that does not rely on intention to defeat relationship property entitlements, or require any consistency with the P(R)A principles. Rather, to engage the court’s discretion to make provision out of a trust by varying its terms, the trust in question must be relevantly ‘ante or post nuptial’ in character and have been ‘made on the parties’. The primary issue for a spouse against a dynastic trust is, therefore, the degree of proximity needed between the settlement of the trust and their marriage, so that it has the requisite ‘nuptial character’ to engage the Court’s discretion.

The Supreme Court in Ward v Ward held that it is fundamental to the nuptial character of a particular settlement that it was made on the premise of the existence and continuation of a marriage. The power to vary these kinds of settlements in s 182 responds to the underlying premise of the settlement, enabling the court to remedy the consequences of that premise, the marriage, failing.

i) Dynastic Trusts as ‘Nuptial Settlements’

Kidd v Van den Brink provides the most recent authority for assessing the operation of s 182 in relation to dynastic trusts. Following the Ward analysis, the High Court in Kidd considered that to possess a sufficiently nuptial character, a settlement needs to be made with
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75 Brooks v Brooks, above n, 74, at 392 per Lord Nicholls. In that case the House of Lords was concerned with the variation of a pension agreement but the provision in question, s 24(1)(C) is worded in the same way as s 182 and both provisions share the origins of s 37 Divorce and Matrimonial Causes Act 1867.
76 Ward v Ward, above n 68 at [31].
77 Anthony Grant and Nicola Peart “The Case for the Spouse or Partner” (Paper presented to New Zealand Law Society Trusts Conference, June 2009) 125, at 131.
79 Kidd v Van den Brink (HC), above n 78, at [18].
80 Ward v Ward, above n 76, is the leading authority in New Zealand on the scope and purpose of s 182 and provides an important indication as to the limits on s 182’s operation. The facts of the case, in brief, involved a family farm owned by a company which Mr and Mrs Ward were the sole shareholders of, by virtue of an agreement entered into between them during their marriage. At the same time Mr and Mrs Ward both gifted their shares to a trust, which they settled for the benefit of themselves and their children. This constituted a disposition of relationship property, as most of the shares had been acquired by Mr Ward during the marriage. However, s 44C P(R)A offered no recovery because there was insufficient income from the trust assets to compensate Mrs Ward for the loss. Mrs Ward successfully engaged s 182 on the basis that the trust constituted a post nuptial settlement. As the case went all the way to the Supreme Court, it involves a thorough analysis of when s 182 can be invoked and what it is supposed to achieve, which is useful in considering its potential application to a settlement that is a dynastic trust.
81 Ward v Ward, above n 76, at [15].
82 At [15].
83 Kidd v Van Den Brink (HC), above n 78; Kidd v Van Den Brink [2010] NZCA 169.
reference to a particular marriage rather than simply the wider state of marriage.\footnote{Kidd v Van Den Brink (HC), above n 78 at [20]; Kidd v Van Den Brink (CA), above n 83, at [10].} The settlement must be premised on the existence and continuation of that particular marriage and the parties to the marriage must be the primary beneficiaries of the qualifying settlement, being a settlement “made on the parties”.\footnote{Kidd v Van Den Brink (HC), above n 78, at [28].}

\subsection*{a) Ante nuptial settlements}

This reasoning indicates the difficulty in classifying dynastic trusts that have been settled prior to a marriage, for a wide range of beneficial interests, as ante nuptial settlements.\footnote{At [29].} It is not enough that a trust is settled prior to the marriage on terms that enabled a claimant to be one of a range of discretionary objects, through marriage to a final beneficiary. The High Court in \textit{Kidd} considered that “the settlement of property on trustees with a wide power to apply all capital and income among an indeterminate number of beneficiaries is conceptually different” to a settlement that is premised on a particular marriage.\footnote{Kidd v Van Den Brink (HC), above n 78, at [29].} The Hilversum Trust could not properly constitute an ante-nuptial settlement seeing as it was settled for the purpose of benefiting a number of classes of interests, long before the particular marriage of Nicola Kidd and Stephen Van den Brink was ever contemplated.\footnote{At [31]-[34].} It was not premised on the continuation of this particular marriage; its purpose was to provide for a wide range of individuals and at most the settlement contemplated the possibility of a marriage but this was incidental to the primary objects.\footnote{At [34].}

While a dynastic trust, settled by a third party, could be a ‘classic ante nuptial settlement’\footnote{Ward v Ward, above n 68, at [14]. See for example Chrystall v Chrystall [1993] NZFLR 772 (FC).} if for the benefit of a particular marriage, in most cases dynastic trusts will be settled for the benefit of many family members and will often have preceded a particular marriage coming into existence like the trust in \textit{Kidd}.\footnote{This will certainly be the case for many spousal trusts that have been settled in the trust trend of this generation, which include children as beneficiaries. When these beneficiaries begin to use trust assets in their own relationships, their spouses and partners may face a situation like Ms Kidd.} It will clearly be difficult to meet the jurisdiction of ‘ante nuptial’ settlement in these cases.\footnote{In Kidd v Van Den Brink (HC), above n 78, at [29], the Court did not rule it out, but said that it was difficult to conceive of a qualifying settlement which included among its objects a number of family units.
b) Post nuptial settlements

When a trust is settled after a marriage has been entered into, for the benefit of the couple and their children, it will be easier to meet the test of necessary connection between the settlement and the particular marriage to classify the trust as a post-nuptial settlement.\(^93\) A more difficult question arises when, during a marriage, property is settled on a trust that was created prior to and without reference to that particular marriage, as many dynastic trusts will be.

In *Kidd v Van den Brink*\(^94\) the Court of Appeal granted leave to appeal on the issue of whether dispossession of property to trust during the marriage could each constitute post-nuptial settlements. The argument to support this recognises that each disposition of property to a trust is a new settlement of that property on the trustees which impresses that property with a trust obligation, albeit on the same terms as previous settlements.\(^95\) The High Court held that because the Hilversum trust lacked a sufficiently nuptial character at the time of settlement, the subsequent acquisition of assets could not attract the necessary nuptial characteristic to be post nuptial settlements.\(^96\) However, a proper conception of the trust relationship recognises that every time an asset is settled on trustees new obligations are created over that property in relation to beneficiaries, which constitutes a new settlement.\(^97\) The Court of Appeal has recognised this by seeing the arguable point in subsequent settlements of property on a trust possibly having a nuptial character. If a transaction through which a trust has acquired property during a particular marriage constitutes a settlement, the need for inquiry into the nuptial character of that settlement remains.\(^98\) It will depend on the evidence available in a particular case, but it is at least arguable that such settlements could be relevantly made by reference to the particular marriage, as required by the English cases.

---

\(^{93}\) *Kidd v Van Den Brink* (CA), above n 83, at [6].

\(^{94}\) *Kidd v Van Den Brink* (CA), above n 83.

\(^{95}\) This was based on Kiefel J’s view in the Australian case *Kennon v Spy* [2008] HCA 56; (2008) 251 ALR 257 at [229] that each disposition of property to trust can be treated as a distinct settlement. This case will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter Three.

\(^{96}\) This relied on a discussion in the Court of Appeal decision of *Ward* that assets subsequently settled on a trust that was “ante or post nuptial” were themselves subject to s 182. See *Ward v Ward* (CA), above n 76, [32]-[36]; *Kidd v Van Den Brink* (CA), above n 83, at [12].

\(^{97}\) This conception of the multi-trust theory is evident in the context of sham cases which suggest particular dispositions create distinct trust relationships. See *Official Assignee v Wilson & Clyma* [2008] 3 NZLR 45 (CA), at [57]. See also *Grupo Torras S.A. and Culmer v Al.Sabah and four others (In Re Esteem Settlement)* [2003] JLR 188 at [60], which is referred to in Jessica Palmer “Dealing with the Emerging Popularity of Sham Trusts” [2007] NZ L Rev 81 regarding the possibility for ‘partial’ shams in relation to particular trust assets.

\(^{98}\) *Kidd v Van Den Brink* (CA), above n 83, at [14].
accepted in the Ward approach. For example, if Anthony Van den Brink had purchased the couple’s family home, for them to live in during their marriage, and transferred the house to the Hilversum trust it might qualify as a post nuptial settlement, giving the court jurisdiction to alter the interests in the house.

Although the issue remains open, as the Kidd litigation appears to have settled privately, the Court of Appeal’s willingness to hear the issue does indicate a potentially wider use of s 182 in the dynastic context. Clearly, the establishment of a trust prior to marriage, without reference to a particular marriage, will not always be determinative of the status of subsequent settlements of property on the trust which do occur during the existence of a particular marriage. However, accepting that the nuptial character of a settlement depends on it being referable to a particular marriage suggests that every new settlement of property on the trust would itself need to be referable to the particular marriage. When the trust has a wide number of discretionary interests, as in the Hilversum Trust, it is likely to remain difficult to prove a sufficient connection between the acquisition of property by the trust and a particular marriage. The nature of the couple’s interests in the settlement is discretionary and cannot be quantified easily in relation to a number of other discretionary interests in the trust property. There would need to be clear evidence that a particular settlement of an asset on the trust was for the benefit of the particular marriage and not for the wider range of discretionary interests.

There is currently no precedent for what evidence could establish nuptial character in this context, and the only real support comes from Kiefel J’s comments in the Australian case of Kennon v Spry. She held that if a settlement is made for the benefit of parties outside the marriage as well it wouldn’t be fatal to the nuptial element of that settlement. Arguably, the application of Kiefel J’s views to s 182 is limited by her broader conception of ‘nuptial’

---

99 At [15].
101 See Kidd v Van Den Brink (CA), above n 83, at [16] where the Court of Appeal makes clear that all settlements need to be made in reference to a particular marriage. The Court also noted, at [10] that only the Supreme Court could change the Ward v Ward, above n 76, interpretation of nuptial settlement requiring reference to a particular marriage.
102 The Court of Appeal noted the existence of wider interests in the Hilversum trust could be a ‘possible difficulty’ in advancing the argument that there were post nuptial settlements on the trust: Kidd v Van Den Brink (CA), above n 83, at [17].
103 Kennon v Spry, above n 95.
104 See Kennon v Spry, above n 95 per Heydon J at [186].
character being established through association of the marriage to the settled property rather than arising from the purpose of settlement. In any case, this potential window to access trust property is narrow, relating only to particular assets and not to all trust property, and only extends to what the court considers to be a claimant’s reasonable entitlement to that property.

c) **Reasonable Expectations of the Parties.**

Even if a trust meets the ‘nuptial’ threshold, which will be difficult when the trust is dynastic, the extent of a claimant’s interest in any trust property depends on the ‘reasonable expectations’ of the parties. There is no overarching principle of equal sharing to determine the post-relationship entitlements of a claimant spouse to a nuptial settlement. Outcomes under s 182 will therefore be very fact specific. It is clear that providing for a disadvantaged spouse based on a concept of just division or with the aim of remedying a lack of relationship property rights, is not within the scope of s 182.

This is evident when considering the variance in entitlements that are conferred under s 182’s ‘reasonable expectations’ test and those which would be created by having relationship property rights under the P(R)A. As a recent example, in *LSP v WSP* the couple had, throughout their 12 year marriage, lived and worked on a farm that at separation was held in the WG Trust which had been settled by the husband, W, during the marriage. The WG Trust was a post-nuptial settlement and under s 182 the court ordered the trustees of the WG Trust to make a capital advancement of $200,000 to W’s wife L. This was the court’s quantification of L’s ‘reasonable expectations’ relating to the WG Trust, having found that L had a reasonable expectation to be provided for by the trust. It was much less than a half share in the trust property.

The farm property had belonged to W’s father, and prior to the settlement of the WG Trust it was held on a testamentary trust (TSP Trust) for the benefit of the testator’s wife (W’s
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105 Chapter Three provides greater analysis of the distinctions between s 182 FPA and Australia’s equivalent provision Family Law Act 1975 (Cth), s 85A, particularly the variance in interpretation offered by Heydon and Kiefel JJ respectively in *Kennon v Spry*, above n 9.
106 *Ward v Ward*, above n 76, at [25].
107 *Ward v Ward*, above n 76, at [49]; *Kidd v Van Den Brink* (HC), above n 78, at [36].
108 *LSP v WSP* FC Gore FAM-2007-017-124, 30 May 2011. See also *DAM v PRM* FC Masterton FAM 2008-035-512, 30 March 2011.
109 *LSP v WSP*, above n 108, at [1].
110 At [109] and [110].
mother) and children (W and brother K) when he died. The obvious intention of W’s father was to preserve the farm so it could ultimately be passed on to the next generation and to effect this it was arranged that a trust settled by W (WG Trust) would purchase the farm property, with a debt back owed to the TSP trustees.\textsuperscript{111} The TSP trustees then appointed the debt to W, which effectively crystallised the value of W’s ‘inheritance’ at the value of the debt at $435,000 owed to W by the WG Trustees.\textsuperscript{112} When W and L separated neither spouse had beneficial ownership of any of the capital assets held in the WG Trust so there were no relationship property rights in the farm, its plant, the homestead or any other property relating to the couple’s life on the farm. As inheritance, the debt owed to W by the WG Trustee was his separate property.\textsuperscript{113} However, if instead of the debt W had inherited and retained the beneficial ownership of the farm, L would have had relationship property rights to the homestead, as family home,\textsuperscript{114} and more significantly a share in the increase in value of the property that could be attributed to her contributions to the relationship.\textsuperscript{115} The increase in value between the time of WGT purchase and the date of hearing was between $900,000 and $1.1 million.\textsuperscript{116} Potentially this could have given W’s wife L an entitlement up to $550,000, as opposed to the $200,000 she received under s 182.\textsuperscript{117} The disparity in outcome reflects the fundamentally distinct objectives of s 182 and the P(R)A. In practice there was no change in the treatment of the property or the contributions made by L during her marriage by the fact that the farm was held in trust but the fact that it was in trust significantly altered her entitlements at the end of the marriage.

The reasonable expectations test ties into the requisite ‘nuptial’ character of the settlement to justify variation being made out of trust property only insofar as those expectations can be restored. The nuptial element of a settlement is effectively controlled by the settlor’s intention and it would be easy to ensure that a dynastic trust was not vulnerable at all to potential variation by excluding reference to any spousal interests, future or otherwise. This means that the third possibility, and worse situation, for spouses such as LSP is that if the trust is not a ‘nuptial settlement’ any reasonable expectations of provision will be fruitless. If the TSP

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{111} At [9] and [22].
\item \textsuperscript{112} At [42].
\item \textsuperscript{113} Property (Relationships) Act, s 10; LSP v WSP, above n 108, at [23].
\item \textsuperscript{114} Property (Relationships) Act, s 10(4).
\item \textsuperscript{115} Property (Relationships) Act, s 9A(2).
\item \textsuperscript{116} See LSP v WSP, above n 108, at [98] for the relevant values to calculate this.
\item \textsuperscript{117} It is important to recognise that this is only a share in the increase in value, so the full capital value of the farm and trust property from which the beneficiaries of the WG Trust, that is, W, will benefit from is more than this.
\end{itemize}
trustees had retained the farm that W and L lived and worked on, as had been the case for the first few years of their relationship, there would have been no post-nuptial settlement. Like Ms Kidd, L would have had no entitlement to any capital provision despite facing the same financial and economic consequences of separation that she would have faced, whether the farm been owned beneficially by W, or was the subject of a nuptial settlement or of the TSP Trust.

C. Other Proprietary Remedies against Trusts

   i) Establishing a Constructive Trust over Trust Assets

With the generally limited use of existing statutory provisions to access trust assets at the end of a relationship, there is a distinct lacuna in the law for recognising the contributions of a spouse to trust property. Traditionally, the gap created by contributions to property through a relationship and a lack of ‘relationship property rights’ has been filled with proprietary remedies through constructive trusts over the assets that have been contributed to.  

However, the situation for spouses who have contributed to property held in trust creates a different issue because the lack of ‘relationship property rights’ is based on the property being owned outside the relationship, rather than a lack of statutory rights to access property owned by the other spouse. Any equitable claim to trust assets would have to be made out against trustees as owners of the property. This will be more difficult to establish than where a claim can be made against the other spouse, as the types of contributions that will engage the conscience of trustees, thereby providing the requisite juridical basis for imposing a constructive trust, are going to be much more limited.

A constructive trust arises where a person makes direct or indirect contributions to property in circumstances where there is a reasonable expectation of acquiring an interest the property contributed to. In Lankow v Rose Tipping J deduced more clearly four requirements to

---


120 Lankow v Rose, above n 118.

121 Lankow v Rose, above n 118.
establish a constructive trust against property at the end of a relationship. The claimant must show: 122

i) Contributions, direct or indirect, to the property in question.
ii) The expectation of an interest therein.
iii) That such an expectation is a reasonable one.
iv) That the defendant should reasonably act to yield the claimant an interest.

If a claimant spouse can show all of these elements then Equity will regard it as unconscionable for the defendant not to yield an interest. 123 Contributions must be causally connected to the “acquisition, enhancement or preservation” of the defendant’s property so that a proprietary interest in particular assets is justified. 125 This also requires that the contributions outweigh any benefits received. 126

Although there is no reason in principle to prevent a successful constructive trust claim over trust assets, the Lankow test will only be met in situations where the trustees, as legal owners of the property, have a reasonable expectation of yielding an interest to the claimant. 127 Trustees, especially of dynastic trusts, are likely to be remote from the relationship in question, making it more difficult for there to be a mutually reasonable expectation that the claimant will have an interest in the relevant trust property. 128 There may be instances where a spouse has made direct financial contribution that has clearly increased the value of trust assets that could make it unreasonable for the trustees not to yield an interest. However, even where clear contributions have been made to trust assets by a spouse who expects an interest in the property, there may be no reason why the trustees would expect to yield any interest other than in accordance with the terms of trust. 129

122 Lankow v Rose, above n 118, at 294 per Tipping J.
123 Lankow v Rose, above n 118, at 294 per Tipping J.
124 See Lankow v Rose, above n 118, at 295 per Tipping J where he considered that ‘payment or services’ provided in the course of a relationship that have helped the other person to ‘acquire, improve or maintain’ the value of their property could suffice as a contribution. In Nash v Nash [1994] NZFLR 921 the provision of household services was sufficient to constitute contributions and give an interest over whole lifestyle block.
125 Lankow and Rose, above n 118, at 282 per Hardie Boys J.
126 Lankow and Rose, above n 118, at 282 per Hardie Boys J.
127 Prime v Hardie [2003] NZFLR 481 (HC); Glass v Hughey [2003] NZFLR 865 (HC). Both of these cases allowed a successful constructive trust claim against a trust but did so because the trusts were held to be the alter ego of the claimant’s spouse. The scope of the alter ego argument has been reduced to providing evidence of sham intention after Official Assignee v Wilson & Clyma, above n 97.
129 Miller v Stewart [2000] NZFLR 433 at [87].
A number of difficulties seem to face a claimant who has contributed to trust property under a premise of continuing to benefit from that property, which is what occurs while their relationship exists. The property in question, such as the family home or land that has been worked on during the relationship, may have in fact been treated in a particular way by the family and even the settlor, who will probably be closely related to the claimant’s spouse or partner, that gives rise to expectations that these contributions will ultimately result in an interest in the property. This will not necessarily justify a constructive trust against the property in the hands of trustees. In *Endres v Glendinning*,\(^\text{130}\) for example, a couple lived on a block of land held in a trust that was settled by the wife’s father for her final benefit and the benefit of any children she may have at the date of vesting.\(^\text{131}\) Over the course of their 22 year marriage the husband provided a wide range of contributions to the property, including repairs and maintenance of fencing and gates, home decorations, and to the development of a nursery business that his wife began from the land during their marriage.\(^\text{132}\) Although these contributions were of ultimately negligible value,\(^\text{133}\) the husband claimed that his wife and his father in law, the settlor, had led him to believe he would have an interest in the property based on his efforts throughout the marriage. However, this was insufficient to establish any claim he could have against the trustees, the court noting that “a partner who elects to live on trust property under a family trust must enquire as to the trust terms and determine his or her own living and investment priorities to suit”.\(^\text{134}\)

It will be even more difficult when a spouse has merely contributed to his or her relationship through the provision of domestic support, payment of living expenses and other efforts indirectly connected to the assets in question to prove a sufficient connection to property when it is owned by trustees.\(^\text{135}\) These kinds of contributions cannot be used to establish some kind of equitable claim against the other spouse either; there is no equitable basis for substitution or equalisation of efforts through the relationship to assets that either party *can* access.\(^\text{136}\)


\(^\text{131}\) At [2].

\(^\text{132}\) *Endres v Glendinning*, above n 130, at [12].

\(^\text{133}\) At [13].

\(^\text{134}\) At [24].

\(^\text{135}\) *Millar v Stewart*, above n 129.

\(^\text{136}\) *Nuthall v Heslop* [1995] NZFLR 755 (CA). In this case Tipping J clarified that his judgment in *Lankow v Rose* requires that contributions are made to the defendant’s assets. In that case, the family home was owned by a company in which the de facto husband had preferential shares and effective control. The de facto wife tried to
The potential availability of other equitable claims will be limited by the same considerations. In *Gillies v Keogh* Cooke J, as he then was, considered that whatever the label, reasonable expectations in light of the conduct of the parties is at the heart of the matter.\(^{137}\) In some cases a claim in unjust enrichment or estoppel might succeed but there needs to be a reasonable basis for doing so.\(^{138}\)

\[\text{ii) Relationship property rights in a constructive trust claim}\]

Another possible avenue of access to consider is where a constructive trust claim *could* be made out by either party to a relationship, it would represent a chose in action that accrued during the relationship which is ‘relationship property’ under the P(R)A and therefore able to be equally divided.\(^{139}\)

However, as with all other equitable claims, the availability of such a remedy is fact dependent and although it may provide relief for some cases it is still limited to situations where the trustees are reasonably expected to yield an interest. Circumstances where this might arise could be if one spouse works for the trust at a salary below market value or provides direct contributions to increase the value of trust property without remuneration.\(^{140}\)

There would also need to be clear evidence of the contributor having an expectation beyond the rights conferred by the trust instrument. It is appropriate that, where this type of claim could succeed, the outcome recognises the joint efforts of the relationship and shared expectations that arise through equal contributions to a relationship are able to be accounted for. As a relationship property right, the claimant will generally have an equal half share the extent of the interest held in constructive trust.
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137 *Gillies v Keogh*, above n 118.
138 *See Endres v Glendinning*, above n 130, at [20]-[23] where the remoteness between claimant spouse and trustees was fatal to all other claims such as in proprietary estoppel or restitution for quantum meruit for the services provided.
139 Property (Relationships) Act, s 2, defines ‘property’ to include ‘anything in action.’ In *Nation v Nation*, above n 58, at [75] the Court of Appeal mentioned in obiter the possibility of a constructive trust claim existing against the family trust in relation to the increase in value over the portion of land that the husband and wife anticipated the husband would ultimately receive and the valuable contributions made during their marriage to the farm, as trust property under this premise. This use of constructive trust was accepted in principle in *Q v Q*, above n 73, at [164]. *See also Jane Hunter “Lankow v Rose in the 21st Century” (2010) 6 NZFLJ 283.*
140 For example *Nation v Nation*, above n 58, where the valuable improvements made by the couple to trust property were not remunerated based on the expectation the husband would ultimately receive the trust’s half interest in the farm.
D. Common Law Approaches to the ‘Trust Problem’

The common law has responded to the effect of discretionary trusts defeating rights and undermining P(R)A objectives in a number of ways that could provide potential relief to a spouse against trust property. However, these will also be of little use for a spouse claiming dynastic trust property.

i) Challenges to the Trust Itself

In some cases spouses have argued that a trust which holds relationship property is a sham based on the other spouse’s significant control over the trust’s administration and assets. A finding of sham enables the Court to look behind the trust documentation despite the objective appearance of validity. However after Official Assignee v Wilson and Clyma,¹⁴¹ the test for sham is set at a high threshold, requiring common intention between the settlor and trustees, at the time of creating the trust, that it would be a façade and the trust documents which otherwise evidence a valid trust were never intended to take effect according to their terms. The Court of Appeal also made clear that arguments of the trust being used as a spouse’s alter ego, based on the degree of control exercised by that spouse, is only evidence of an intention to deceive that may go to prove sham intent but does not provide access to trust assets per se.¹⁴²

The use of sham arguments will be limited for spouses, who will generally have set up their trust without intention to deceive. This is even more so for a spouse who is claiming a dynastic trust is a sham, as these trusts will generally have been settled with the legitimate purpose of operating as a trust to preserve property for its beneficiaries. Even if a sham argument succeeded against a dynastic trust, a bigger hurdle exists for the claimant spouse to prove any relationship property entitlement in the assets held in the sham dynastic trust. Generally, upon finding that a trust is a sham, the assets are considered to be held on resulting trust for the settlor,¹⁴³ which means the property will continue to be outside the relationship in question and there will be no relationship property rights in any of the assets.

¹⁴¹ Official Assignee v Wilson & Clyma, above n 97.
¹⁴² At [70] and [71] per Robertson and O’Reagan JJ; at [128] and [129] per Glazebrook J.
Other attempts to invalidate the trust structure have developed outside the sham doctrine, reflecting judicial frustration with inherent statutory constraints on accessing trust property when rights are being defeated by discretionary trusts. In *Harrison v Harrison* Fogarty J concluded that property which had been settled on trust by spouses during their marriage, for the benefit of themselves and their children, was still owned by them because the level of control they retained over the property prevented the separation of legal and equitable estate. Despite their valid intention to create the trust, Fogarty J considered this control existed because the husband and wife retained the power to appoint and remove trustees thereby deeming them to control trustee discretion. However, the inherent flaw in this argument is that it assumes the trustee was not subject to any duties owed to the children as beneficiaries. In setting up the trust with genuine intention the couple conferred rights on the beneficiaries to hold the trustee to account in relation to the property. These rights, and therefore the structure of the trust, cannot simply be ignored, which was indicated by the Court of Appeal in granting leave to appeal the decision.

The scope for this kind of argument will be very limited in the dynastic context as the trust will usually have been set up with genuine intention that creates rights for a range of other interests. What is more problematic for a claimant spouse who could establish that a dynastic trust was invalidly settled, is that the consequences of invalidity would mean the assets revert to the settlor’s ownership, which is outside the relationship in question. There is no obvious bridge between an argument that invalidates a dynastic trust and a finding of relationship property rights for a spouse such as Ms Kidd. When the trust is taken out of the picture, beneficial ownership is still required to vest in one of the spouses in the relevant relationship for there to be any relationship property rights in the assets that have been subject to the ‘invalid’ trust. There is no basis for assuming that anyone except the settlor would have beneficial ownership of the assets settled on the ‘invalid’ trust.
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146 At [25].
147 The trustee was a company that the couple were the sole directors and shareholders of: *Harrison v Harrison*, above n 145, at [3] and [25].
148 See Nicola Peart, Mark Henaghan and Greg Kelly “Trusts and Relationship Property in New Zealand” (2011) 17 Trusts & Trustees 866, at 878 -880.
A different line of argument was established by Fogarty J in *B v X & CIR*\(^{150}\) where he held that a settlor who retained a power of appointment over trust assets that enabled him to appoint the assets to himself, had a general power of appointment and could not be holding the assets subject to trust.\(^{151}\) However, for this argument to be valid the holder of the general power of appointment must have the power to appoint the property to any person at all that he or she wishes, so that no person can be identified as capable of holding the appointor to account. A person who holds a general power of appointment owes no fiduciary obligations.\(^{152}\) Fogarty J considered this was established because the appointor had not acted in a manner that indicated any kind of constraint on his power in relation to trust property, holding that execution of a trust deed alone did not “in reality” create any fiduciary duty.\(^{153}\) The legal reality was, however, that the trust deed which conferred the power of appointment was valid and by its terms limited the class of people that the settlor had the power to appoint trust property to. He was only able to appoint trust property to himself, his children, any spouse of his and any charity he chooses.\(^{154}\) This means that the exercise of the power of appointment was constrained by the duties owed by the appointor to consider the interests of the other beneficiaries when making appointments of property to any of them and so he could be held to account by them.\(^{155}\) This indicates a major flaw in Fogarty J’s reasoning\(^{156}\) and the case has been granted leave to appeal on the issue of whether the trust amounted to a general power of appointment.\(^{157}\)

It will be of little value for a spouse who is trying to challenge a dynastic trust, to argue that the holder of a power to appoint trust property actually holds a general power of appointment so that there is no trust. The only way it would be successful is if his or her spouse held the power of appointment and was unconstrained by fiduciary obligation. Asides from the fact that in most cases the trustees will hold this power and be removed from the relationship in question, is very unlikely to be held free of obligation given the purpose of dynastic trusts will generally be to preserve assets for the benefit of specified future generations. There is no basis for raising the argument against any other person who has the power to appoint trust

\(^{150}\) *B v X & CIR* [2011] 2 NZLR 405 (HC).
\(^{151}\) At [96].
\(^{152}\) Jessica Palmer “Controlling the Trust” (2011) 12 Otago LR 473, at 484; Peart, Henaghan and Kelly, above n 149, at 880.
\(^{153}\) *B v X & CIR*, above n 150, at [96].
\(^{154}\) At [80].
\(^{155}\) Jessica Palmer, above n 152, at 483 and 484.
\(^{156}\) Peart, Henaghan and Kelly, above n 148, at 880.
property because even if the argument was well-founded, the trust assets would be treated as the property of the appointor and remain outside the reach of a relationship property claim.

**ii) Bundle of Rights**

Another development in the law that purports to get around a lack of ‘property’ in any trust assets through discretionary interests has been to treat discretionary interests and powers relating to the trust, particularly the powers to appoint and remove trustees and beneficiaries, as a ‘bundle of rights’ that together amount to property.158 This is to treat rights that are outside the trust as property, and does not create property rights in the trust assets themselves.159 Accordingly, it is difficult to conceive of such rights as being capable of valuation or simply being of any value, without somewhat arbitrarily attributing the value of trust assets to these rights, which is inconsistent with the non-proprietary nature of a person’s interest in the trust assets as a discretionary beneficiary.160

The ‘Bundle of Rights’ argument is controversial although some argue that there can be ‘property’ for the purposes of the P(R)A in rights outside the trust and discretionary interests.161 Regardless, the scope for the argument in the dynastic context is cut short by simply considering the limited implications of treating powers and rights outside the trust as ‘property.’ Even if you could succeed in arguing this ‘property’ had value, in a dynastic trust it won’t be ‘relationship property’ as it will be conferred by a third party, the settlor of a dynastic trust being outside the relationship. It would be analogous to a gift or other disposition from a third party’s trust.162 To have any relationship property rights through a discretionary interest and/or related powers to a dynastic trust, the argument would have to go so far as treating these rights as ‘property’ in particular assets such as the family home, rather than as ‘property’ in themselves to support a finding of ‘relationship property.’ This would be

---

158 Walker v Walker 2 NZLR 261 (CA).
162 Property (Relationships) Act, s 10.
an inherently flawed argument that cannot be substantiated based on the legitimate duties of trustees as owners of the assets owed to all other beneficiaries.163

It can be seen then, that common law approaches are of little use in giving a spouse any relationship property rights in dynastic trust property and that this is as much a direct consequence of the P(R)A’s structure conferring limited post-relationship entitlements to only beneficially owned property, as the unorthodox nature of arguments challenging the validity of the trust structure or recognising questionable forms of ‘property.’

E. Conclusion

Currently the available access routes to trust property at the end of a relationship are of little use in the dynastic context. At one level this is justified by a lack of relationship property rights ever existing over assets that have never been beneficially owned during a relationship. The structure of the P(R)A legitimises the use of the discretionary trust by third parties to ensure future interests in trust property will not be made vulnerable by potential relationship claims. The decision of a parent to put assets into trust in order to preserve them for their children and protect the assets from potential relationship property claims their children might face, is not within the scope of the P(R)A.

At another level, the situation remains that the trust property is integrally involved in a relationship and is therefore treated in a manner that involves contributions to the assets creates expectations of shared interests arising from the relationship efforts. Section 182 FPA might provide an ability to fulfil reasonable expectations, but only where the property has been settled with a sufficiently nuptial character which will seldom be the case in a dynastic trust. Other proprietary remedies will be of limited application because they require a claim to be made out against trustees who will, most likely, be removed from the situation. The potential for a remedy arising through an attack on trust validity is also likely to be pointless seeing as there would need to be clear relationship property rights in the assets once the ownership barriers of trust are removed and this will be difficult to establish when the trust has been settled outside the relationship.

It is clear that dynastic trusts generally provide a strong fortress against relationship based property claims. The situation does leave some questions open, however, particularly in relation to the displeasing outcome for Ms Kidd. She is left in a situation of having no substantive property or resources and is therefore liable to become a burden on the state to bridge the gap between her married life and any future wealth she can begin to accumulate. In other jurisdictions such as England and Australia, which will be discussed in the following chapter, spouses do not face the same level of difficulty. Ultimately this supports deeper analysis in Chapter Four, as to why spouses face such challenges to prove entitlement to dynastic trust assets at the end of their relationships in New Zealand. Underlying all of these considerations is the question: on what basis could the castle-like protection these trusts seem to create over assets, be made vulnerable to counteract economic disadvantage generated by relationships and the financial need that arises for the spouse who is left without the trust’s support?
III. Overseas Approaches to Accessing Trust Property and the Role of the ‘Dynastic Argument’ in England and Australia

This chapter will provide a brief overview of how post-relationship access to trust property is dealt with in England and Australia respectively. It will then consider, for both jurisdictions, the approach to the ‘dynastic argument’ and to what extent property settled on a trust outside a relationship is vulnerable to relationship-based claims.

A. England

i) The English approach to dividing property post-relationship.

The Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 (‘MCA’) governs the provision of ancillary relief to spouses at the end of a marriage.164 This encompasses a very broad discretion to make a wide range of orders for property distributions or adjustments following marriage breakdown.165 Under s 25 MCA the court is required to take into account a range of considerations in determining which orders are to be made in all the circumstances of each case.166 An immediate contrast can be drawn with our P(R)A in that a spouse’s entitlement to property under the MCA is entirely at the court’s discretion and is not contingent on relationship contributions connected to the property available for redistribution.167 The overarching determinant of outcomes under the MCA is provided by the touchstone of ‘fairness’168 guided by three principles identified by the House of Lords in Miller and MacFarlane.169 Essentially the rationales that underpin the redistribution of wealth at the end of a marriage are: 1) the needs generated by the relationship between the parties; (2) compensation for relationship-generated disadvantage; and (3) the sharing of the fruits of the matrimonial partnership.170 It is important to recognise that unlike the MCA, which deals with all financial and property matters on divorce, New Zealand has a separate regime to address provision for financial

---

164 The Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 (UK) only applies to marriage as ancillary orders can only be made upon divorce proceedings.
165 Matrimonial Causes Act, ss 23, 24 and 24A. Section 23 states the range of financial orders able to be made in connection with divorce proceedings, including lump sum or periodical payments. Section 24 provides a range of property orders that can be made.
166 See Matrimonial Causes Act, s 25(2)(a)-(h).
167 Essentially the English system enables all considerations to be made in the same proceedings including assessments of living standards, financial need, income and earning capacity. The P(R)A is applicable only to relationship property which is essentially the fruits of the marriage.
168 White v White [2001] 1 AC 596 (HL).
169 Miller v Miller, MacFarlane v MacFarlane [2006] UKHL 24; [2006] 2 AC 618.
170 Miller; MacFarlane, above n 169 at [139]-[144] per Baroness Hale of Richmond.
needs in the FPA’s spousal maintenance provisions. This means that holistic considerations of financial circumstances at the end of a relationship don’t fit neatly into the New Zealand system, which provides discrete principles for spousal entitlements based on need and those based on relationship property rights.

**ii) Accessing Trust Property under the Matrimonial Causes Act 1973**

In pursuit of achieving a fair financial outcome between spouses when their marriage ends, trust property can be relevant in two ways. First is where the trust constitutes a nuptial settlement, the court can make an order to vary the terms of trust in the same way the New Zealand courts can under s 182 FPA, discussed in Chapter Two. This is an order directly against trust. The second and much broader way trust assets can be included in the court’s determination of post-marital entitlement, is as a consideration under s 25 of each spouse’s likely ‘financial resources.’ This does not lead to a direct order against trust assets but involves attributing trust assets to a spouse in accounting for the wealth available to be distributed.

**a) S 24(1)(c): Nuptial Settlements**

Section 24(1)(c) MCA gives the court a dispositive power over trust assets that fall under any ‘ante or post nuptial settlement made on the parties.’ However, unlike New Zealand’s equivalent power, any order to vary a nuptial settlement is made as a part of the wider consideration of relief orders appropriate in a particular case. As with all decisions for making orders under ss23-24A MCA, in deciding whether to vary a trust and if so how, the objective is to achieve an overall result that is fair to both parties. The starting point is always going to be consideration of the factors in s25(a)-(h). Once the power can be engaged, any variation of the trust remains at the court’s discretion and will be fact specific. For example, in Ben Hashem the court considered it was fair to the wife to

---

172 As discussed in Chapter Two, the English interpretation of ‘nuptial settlement’ is the same as the New Zealand approach requiring the settlement be made in reference to a particular marriage. However, as will be seen in the following considerations, there is clear distinction in the guidelines for the exercise of the discretionary power.
173 Ben Hashem v Al Shayif [2008] EWHC 2380 (Fam); [2009] 1 FLR 115 at [290].
174 Ben Hashem v Al Shayif, above n 173.
175 For a recent overview of the authorities relating to the issues of ancillary relief orders and trust property see BJ v MJ (Financial Orders: Overseas Trusts) [2011] EWHC 2708 (Fam) at [7]-[13].
provide her with shares in a company that was the subject of a post nuptial settlement and to transfer houses owned by the company based on her financial need. This could enable a spouse such as Ms Kidd to have a better chance of being provided for, having financial need taken into account rather than simply the reasonable expectations of the parties. However the success of her being able to access assets held on the Hilversum trust under the English provision would still be challenged by establishing the nuptial character of any settlement on that trust.

b) S 25: Likely financial resources

When either spouse has a discretionary interest in a non-nuptial settlement, it can be taken into account when the court considers all other ‘financial resources’ that each party ‘has or is likely to have in the foreseeable future.’ 177 Even though discretionary interests afford no proprietary right to trust assets, the scope and flexibility of ‘financial resources’ indicates that the court is not merely concerned with ownership when making financial orders. 178 The test is whether the trustees would be likely to advance trust capital immediately or in the foreseeable future to a beneficiary. 179 Importantly, this is not a question of control over trust assets but one of immediate access to trust property through the factual likelihood of trustees exercising their discretionary power in a manner that makes trust assets available. 180 This can be determined by looking at the terms of trust, history of dispositions and previous patterns of provision for the spouses, as beneficiaries. 181 If the court is satisfied that it is likely the trustees would make trust property available to a beneficiary if requested then, taking into account the spouse’s capacity as discretionary beneficiary to compel trustee consideration, it will effectively attribute trust assets to the spouse.

This process creates a risk that assets would be attributed to a spouse when it is also within trustee discretion not to make any disposition to a beneficiary. However, the point is to make
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176 Ben Hashem v Al Shayif, above n 164.
177 Matrimonial Causes Act, s 25(2)(a).
180 Whaley v Whaley, above n 178, at [113].
181 See for example, Charman v Charman, above n 179; Whaley v Whaley, above n 178; SR v CR (Ancillary Relief: Family Trusts) [2008] EWHC 2329 (Fam); [2009] 2 FLR 1083, where these considerations were all relevant to determining the factual likelihood of provision of resources from the trust in question.
realistic assessments of available resources\textsuperscript{182} and penetrate the appearance of a lack of wealth, which could affect the process that the court is undertaking in determining ancillary relief.\textsuperscript{183} The court will not put undue pressure on or usurp the discretion of, a third party so that the means of a spouse is enhanced. It will however, make orders that provide ‘judicious encouragement’ to trustees to enable a spouse to have the means of complying with court orders.\textsuperscript{184} For example, in \textit{Charman v Charman},\textsuperscript{185} the Court of Appeal upheld an order against the husband to pay a lump sum of £40 million to his wife as part of her share of a total asset pool valued at £131 million, which included £68 million worth held by a trust settled by the husband. This indirectly encouraged the trustees to make property available to him to meet this obligation.

c) The relevance of the ‘dynastic’ argument

When a trust is settled for the legitimate interests of parties outside the marriage, it is argued that the court has no power to attribute trust assets under s 25 because this would be to interfere with the rights of third parties.\textsuperscript{186} If a trustee owes duties to other beneficiaries it could make encouragement to exercise discretion one way seem more like compulsion to do so, which is impermissible.\textsuperscript{187}

In \textit{Whaley v Whaley}\textsuperscript{188}, a big money case which involved a wife’s successful claim that her husband’s discretionary interest in wider family trusts settled originally by his parents meant trust property was a ‘financial resource’, the Court of Appeal made clear that the test is the same regardless of the origin of the settlement.\textsuperscript{189} It is a question of fact, when a spouse has a

\textsuperscript{182} \textit{Whaley v Whaley}, above n 178 at [114] per Lewison J.
\textsuperscript{183} \textit{Thomas v Thomas} [1995] 2 FLR 668 (CA) at [3] per Waite LJ: “The discretionary powers conferred on the Court by the amended ss 23-25A of the Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 to redistribute the assets of spouses are almost limitless. That represents an acknowledgement by Parliament that if justice is to be achieved between spouses at divorce the Court must be equipped, in a society where the forms of wealth-holding are diverse and often sophisticated, to penetrate outer forms and get to the heart of ownership.”
\textsuperscript{184} \textit{Whaley v Whaley}, above n 178, at [114] per Lewison J; \textit{SR v CR} above n 181.
\textsuperscript{185} \textit{Charman v Charman}, above n 179.
\textsuperscript{186} \textit{Thomas v Thomas}, above n 183, at [3].
\textsuperscript{187} \textit{A v A} [2007] EWHC 99 (Fam); [2007] 2 FLR 407 at [85] per Munby J, who also notes that the trustees may ignore any judicious encouragement and it would be within their duties to do so.
\textsuperscript{188} \textit{Whaley v Whaley}, above n 178.
\textsuperscript{189} \textit{Whaley v Whaley}, above n 178, at [48] per Black LJ who made clear he did not consider this a technical label of trust, “still less some kind of ancillary relief concept with its own body of attendant principles.”
discretionary interest in any trust, whether the trustees would in the circumstances be likely to advance income or capital on request. Although: 190

"plainly the court will have regard to the circumstances of the particular trust - how it came into being, who the beneficiaries are, what duties the trustees have, what other relevant terms there are, how it has been administered in practice and so on - in answering the question and in determining, in due course, what ancillary relief order to make”

The width of the likelihood test means that dynastic trust assets can be available to a spouse in circumstances where the test is met. 191 The court is aware that because of “a desire to protect family wealth from invasion in the throes of divorce… a protective attitude may lead to an artificial presentation of the underlying reality which [the court] must attempt to penetrate”. 192 In SR v CR 193 the court held that assets held in a group of trusts settled by the husband’s father and administered by a range of corporate trustees, in which the husband had a discretionary interest, were able to be attributed to him even though the settlor indicated this would be against his wishes. 194

iii) Summary: Ms Kidd’s Position Under English Law

It is inherent in the breadth of the English approach to ancillary relief that there needs to be no causative or contributory connection between the property and the marriage; it is simply a question of fact whether assets amount to ‘resources’. The court then has discretion as to how these resources should be taken into account. 195 It is important to remember that, unlike New Zealand, there are broader grounds for justifying taking account of wider resources, with financial need being a key determinant of the orders the court will make.

190 Whaley v Whaley, above n 178, at [54] per black LJ.
191 It also means that if it is not proved to be a reality that the assets would be immediately accessible the court will not take them into account. In TL v ML and others [2005] EWHC 2860 (Fam); [2006] 1 FLR 1263 the Court noted the difference between potential resources through wider family wealth being available if the family should choose to apply their property in a particular way and property that was subject to fiduciary obligations to consider a beneficiary’s interest. It is a donor’s prerogative to choose not to apply his or her own property to make resources available for someone else, whereas a fiduciary is obliged to consider doing so.
192 SR v CR, above n 181, at [64].
193 SR v CR, above n 181.
194 SR v CR, above n 181. In this case the couple had been financially supported by the trusts but the settlor’s son had drug dependency issues and an extravagant lifestyle with his wife and family costing around £1million per annum. At the end of the marriage there was insufficient absolute property to maintain this standard of living. The settlor had indicated he would no longer keep making trust money available to his son but the trustees, having a history of providing, indicated they would make funds available.
195 G v G (Financial remedies; Short Marriages: Trust Assets) [2012] EWHC 167 (Fam) at [80] outlines this two stage approach.
Overall it is clearly a question of fact whether trust resources are to be taken into account and if so to what extent.\textsuperscript{196} If Ms Kidd had lived in England she may have been successful. Indeed, \textit{RK v RK} \textsuperscript{197} was a decision that was very similar to Ms Kidd's case. The main property subject to the husband's wider family trust was the family farm. The couple lived in a house owned by a family company in which the trust had 15\% shares. The wife was successful in trust property being made available to her and the trust provided her with a house and car which is quite a contrast to the outcome the PRA afforded Ms Kidd. What is most interesting in the case is the underlying acceptance by the trustees of a duty to make some provision.\textsuperscript{198} Fundamentally, the outcome is driven by the needs based rationale for distributing resources post marriage.

\textbf{B. Australia}

\textit{i) The Australian approach to dividing property post-relationship.}

The Family Law Act 1975 (Cth) (`FLA`) provides the statutory basis for distributing property at the end of a marriage in Australia.\textsuperscript{199} Under s 79, the Court is empowered to make any orders it considers appropriate relating to `property of the parties to a marriage.`\textsuperscript{200} Similar to the English system, the overarching control over the court's decision is a broad mandate not to make any order `unless it is just and equitable' to do so.\textsuperscript{201} In determining this, there are a number of considerations the court must take into account, essentially focusing on the parties' relative contributions to both the marriage and property, and also the financial needs of each spouse.\textsuperscript{202} In contrast with the P(R)A, the relative property entitlements at the end of a

\textsuperscript{196} \textit{RK v RK} [2011] EWHC 3910 (Fam) at [60].
\textsuperscript{197} \textit{RK v RK}, above n 196.
\textsuperscript{198} Despite the potentially greater access to trust property in the English system it is worth considering the practical impact of this kind of litigation. The costs are high and to an extent the pressure on the family and emotional strain of this unsettled dispute seemed to encourage agreement. See \textit{RK v RK}, above n 196.
\textsuperscript{199} As of 1 March 2009 the Federal jurisdiction for distributing property has been extended to de facto couples, including same sex couples. For simplicity, this part of Chapter 3 is focused on marital relationships although it is relevant that the court's statutory powers over de facto property are worded in the same way under Part VIIIAB of the Family Law Act. This paper has insufficient scope to discuss in detail the potential differences de facto relationships will have in affected discretionary interests in trusts, but it is likely that the law will apply in a similar fashion to de facts.
\textsuperscript{200} Family Law Act, s 79(1).
\textsuperscript{201} Family Law Act, s 79(2).
\textsuperscript{202} Family Law Act, s 79(4) lists the considerations the court is to take into account. Generally the assessment process involves four stages: 1) establish the identity and value of property, liabilities and financial resources of the parties; 2) determine contribution based entitlements to property pursuant to ss79(4)(a), (b) and (c), covering both financial and non-financial contributions to the marital relationship, and express entitlement as a percentage of the net value of the property of the parties; 3) make adjustments if required based on relative
marriage are at the court’s discretion, reflecting justice and equity in the circumstances of each case.

ii) The Relevance of Trust Property under the Family Law Act 1975

The FLA’s approach to distributing property enables trust assets to be relevant in a number of ways when a marriage ends. Firstly, when trust assets are considered to be the ‘property of the parties or either of them,’ the court has direct jurisdiction to make orders against that property. The scope of ‘property’ under s 79 has been interpreted widely; potentially encompassing assets that neither party has a legal or equitable property interest in, such as where any interest is subject to discretionary powers of appointment. A discretionary interest can also be indirectly relevant in the consideration of ‘financial resources’ of either party, which can affect the quantum of shares in the ‘asset pool’ each party is entitled to. This will not enhance the overall amount of property available for redistribution. Finally, orders can also be made against property that is dealt with by any ante or post nuptial settlements relating to a marriage.

a) Discretionary trust assets as ‘property of the parties’ under s 79

The first stage of inquiry into the alteration of property interests of a married couple is to determine what, at the date of hearing, constitutes the ‘property of the parties.’ In Kennon v Spry the majority of the High Court of Australia made clear how wide the meaning of available resources and financial need of the parties, taking into account the factors in s 75(2), such as financial resources; 4) based on these findings the Court must decide what orders are just and equitable in all the circumstances of the case. See In the Marriage of Hickey [2003] FamCA 395; 30 Fam LR 355 at [39], which summarises earlier authorities into these four steps.

In Kennon v Spry [2008] the majority of the High Court of Australia made clear how wide the meaning of

Family Law Act, s 79(1). Note also, s 90AE (2) expressly empowers the court to direct third parties or alter the interests and liabilities of third parties in orders under s 79. See Stephens v Stephens [2009] FamCAFC 240 where the Court in enforcement proceedings against Dr Spry made orders directly against trust assets.

Kennon v Spry [2008] HCA 56; (2008) 251 ALR 257 per majority Gummow & Hayne JJ and per French CJ; Ogden v Ogden [2010] FMCAfam 865; 245 FLR 1. Compare Harris v Harris [2011] FamCAFC 245; Morton v Morton [2012] FamCA 30 where discretionary interests without direct or indirect control over trust assets were not enough to constitute ‘property.’

This term was used in Kennon v Spry to describe the ‘property of the parties to a marriage’ over which the court has powers to alter the parties’ respective interests in. See Kennon v Spry, above 204, at [115] and [130] per Gummow and Hayne JJ.

In the Marriage of Re Hickey, above n 202; Kennon v Spry, above n 204, at [51] per French CJ. The Family Law Act, s4(1) defines ‘property’ as “(a) in relation to the parties to a marriage or either of them--means property to which those parties are, or that party is, as the case may be, entitled, whether in possession or reversion”

Kennon v Spry, above 204.
‘property’ is in this context. In that case the assets held in a discretionary family trust were property under s 79, in circumstances where the husband was the settlor and sole trustee, but not a beneficiary, and the wife was only one of a wide range of discretionary objects of the husband’s powers. The Court considered the trust assets, in conjunction with the husband’s power to appoint trust property to his wife and the wife’s right to due consideration were property for the purposes of the Family Law Act, albeit not property under the general law. Heydon J, however, gave a strong dissenting judgment based on the inability of any interest Mrs Spry had in the trust to support any ‘property’ in the assets she claimed. Even if her right to compel due consideration from her husband as trustee was property, this did not justify accounting for the assets that were subject to this consideration in s 79 orders. Further, Heydon J made clear that trust obligations owed by a spouse who owns assets as trustee and the consequent limit on that owner’s rights in relation to those assets cannot be ignored for the purpose of s 79 orders.

The majority decision has been controversially received, as it indicates that the court has “robust powers” against discretionary trusts under the FLA. However, whether trust assets form part of the asset pool in a given case is very much a question of fact. In subsequent cases it is clear that control over trustee power is fundamental to including trust assets as property of the parties under s 79 and the focus of the majority in Spry on the relative rights and duties of the parties to the marriage in relation to the trust assets supports this. Consequently, the application of Spry to trusts that have been settled by neither spouse

---

208 Kennon v Spry, above 204, at [1]-[84] per French CJ and at [85] – [142] per Gummow and Hayne JJ.
209 This is a very simplified account of a complex fact scenario but entails the relevant points for the purposes of this discussion.
210 Kennon v Spry, above 204, at [81] per French CJ.
211 Kennon v Spry, above 204, at [78] per French CJ and at [126] per Gummow and Hayne JJ.
212 At [164] per Heydon J.
213 At [175] per Heydon J.
215 Brown, above n 214, at 63.
216 Ogden v Ogden, above n 204, at [38].
217 Morton v Morton, above n 204; Harris v Harris, above 204; Stephens v Stephens, above n 203; Ogden v Ogden, above 204.
218 Hannan, above n 214, at 26.
appears to depend on the degree of control a spouse has over the trust property, rather than classification as ‘property’ being determined solely by the source or origin of the assets.

b) ‘Property’ in the dynastic context

In *Harris v Harris*, a case involving a husband’s discretionary interest in a family trust originally settled by his father, the court held that discretionary interests in trust assets can only be considered ‘property’ where that beneficiary has direct or indirect control. In this case the husband was neither trustee nor did he have any powers of appointment. However, the wife argued that in fact he had control over the administration of the trust in the context of his family relationships; his mother held the power of appointment of the trust and was one of three directors of the trustee company. The court held that ‘indirect’ control referred only to a ‘puppet’ scenario where the trustees are effectively the puppet of the spouse so that the exercise of their discretion is compelled by the wishes of a party to the marriage, which was not supported on the evidence. The husband’s mere discretionary interest did not constitute ‘property’ under s 79.

However, in *Ogden v Ogden* the court did treat a wife’s interest in a trust settled by her mother, for the benefit of her five children and their immediate families, as property under s 79. The trust had been intended to ensure capital was preserved for the settlor’s grandchildren, although the deed authorised vesting date to be determined by the trustee. The trustee was a company of which each of the five children was a director. Although the wife had no legal title to trust assets herself, the trust deed gave her a power to appoint a trustee over one fifth of the capital for her class of beneficiaries (herself, her spouse and their children). The court considered this meant the wife had sufficient control over that portion of trust capital for it to be treated as ‘property of the parties.’ This was irrespective of the fact that the parties had in no way contributed to the assets in question. The dynastic origin of the property (or rather the lack of contributions of the marriage to the acquisition of the ‘property’) was relevant in the quantum of entitlement the husband was awarded, which the court determined as being 10% of the wife’s share of the trust capital.

---

219 *Harris v Harris*, above n 204.
220 *Harris v Harris*, above n 204, following *Kennon v Spry*, above n 204, at [77] per French CJ.
221 *Ogden v Ogden*, above n 204.
It is clearly possible to access dynastic trust assets under s 79, whether or not the property is a product of, or otherwise specifically related to, the marriage. However, the connection between the trust property and the marriage was significant in the *Spry* decision\(^{222}\) and it could be argued that the source of trust property being external to the marriage should be relevant to determining whether trust property is really ‘property of the parties to the marriage.’\(^{223}\) In *Pickle v Pickle*\(^{224}\) the husband had a discretionary interest in and power of appointing trustees over property that had been re-settled from a trust that his parents originally settled their family home on decades earlier. Although the trust had subsequently acquired further assets that were subject of the resettlement, the court put emphasis on the property only being acquired out of original trust property and not representing property that either husband or wife could have acquired in their personal capacity. The ‘origins and character’ of the assets held in the trust meant it was not property under s 79.\(^{225}\)

The range of treatment of property subject to a discretionary trust indicates varying responses to the underlying justification for making trust property available for post-marriage distribution. This is the product of having discretionary powers over contemporaneous consideration of financial need and contributions which is absent from New Zealand’s relationship property regime. Even so, it is unlikely Ms Kidd would have fared better under the FLA, as there was no indication that Stephen van Den Brink had any kind of control over the Hilversum trust, being neither a trustee nor having any powers of appointment.

c) Discretionary interests as ‘financial resources’

Where a spouse has insufficient control over the trust assets to constitute property, a discretionary interest in trust could still be considered as a ‘financial resource’ in Australia.\(^{226}\) As a ‘financial resource,’ the ability to access trust property through rights held as discretionary beneficiary is relevant to the court’s determination of what orders it will make

---

\(^{222}\) *Kennon v Spry*, above 204, at [64] per French CJ.
\(^{223}\) See Parkinson, above n 214.
\(^{224}\) *Pickle v Pickle* [2010] FMCAFam 1181.
\(^{225}\) At [43(i)].
\(^{226}\) For a recent example of the distinction see *Morton v Morton*, above n 193, where the Court held that although the husband lacked sufficient control over trust assets to consider his discretionary interest in trust amounted to property under s 79, the trust assets were able to be considered as financial resource.
to alter the property interests of the parties. However, there is no jurisdiction to make orders altering the parties’ interests in ‘resources,’ only ‘property.’

Where a spouse has potentially substantial resources available to them through a dynastic trust it might affect the proportion of entitlement he or she receives in assets that do form part of the property pool. But in terms of actually accessing trust assets the s 79 avenue, where available, is more direct. The Court is able to make orders binding a third party to meet orders made under s 79 so can impose orders against trust property itself rather than relying on a personal order against the spouse, which is what the English courts do. This highlights the significance of including discretionary trust assets as ‘property’ being the actual enhancement of the asset pool available for distribution. Applying the resources/property distinction to Ms Kidd’s situation, her husband’s interest in the Hilversum Trust could have enabled her to have a greater share of any property held between herself and her husband. She would still face the problem, as under New Zealand law, of no property existing outside the trust. The ability for the court to consider the trust is then futile, unless she could establish her husband had ‘property’ in the trust.

d) S 85A: Nuptial Settlements

Section 85A enables the court to make any order that is ‘just and equitable’ against property that is ‘dealt with by ante or post nuptial settlements made in relation to the marriage.’ The nuptial characteristic of a settlement creates a jurisdictional requirement to exercise this broad power, as with the English and New Zealand equivalents. Traditionally the Australian courts have interpreted the ‘nuptial’ element as requiring settlement be made for a particular

---

227 Family Law Act, s 79(4) incorporates s 75(2) factors as mandatory considerations, which includes ‘financial resources.’ See Stephens v Stephens, above n 203, at [67]-[68] per May, Boland and O’Ryan JJ.

228 Hannan, above n 214, at 20.

229 Family Law Act, s 90AE(2)(b). This provision is not able to be used to enhance the property pool of the parties by ordering distribution. Rather, it is to be used to give effect to orders made under s 79, which can only be made against existing ‘property.’ In Hunt v Hunt and Others [2006] FamCA 167; (2006) 36 FamLR 64 at [113] the Court of Appeal made clear that s 90AE(2)(b) does not contemplate an arbitrary invasion of rights of a third party but an alteration of those rights where they are sufficiently connected to the division of the property between the parties of the marriage.

230 The actual finding was that no ‘relationship property’ existed. If Stephen van den Brink had personal assets that were ‘separate property’ under the P(R)A these could be included under s 79 assessment and then his interest in the trust as a potential resource could justify the Court altering the interest in his own property insofar as the Court might consider it ‘just and equitable’, taking into account Ms Kidd’s relationship contributions and her financial need.

231 Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 (UK), s 24(1)(c) discussed above; Family Proceedings Act 1980, s 182 discussed Chapter 2. All jurisdictions consider trusts to constitute settlements in this context.
The scope of this was viewed widely by Kiefel J in *Kennon v Spry*. She held that the context and purpose of s 85A is to enable the court a wide power over property that is settled with sufficient association to the marriage that is the subject of proceedings. This association will often exist where, during the marriage, property has been allocated to trust and the settlement by its terms makes provision for the parties. On Kiefel J’s reasoning, the question is whether the ‘nuptial element’ exists at the time of each disposition of property to a trust, as each disposition is a ‘settlement’ of a trust over that property, impressing it with a trust obligation. This approach enables s 85A to be used to appropriately reflect the marital contributions to trust property, irrespective of the terms of trust providing for the benefit of parties outside the marriage.

The impact of Kiefel J’s view should not be overstated; Heydon J disagreed and the majority of the High Court did not mention s 85A, preferring to see utility in s 79 powers for dealing with trusts. Even if a wider view of nuptial character is taken, the only property against which orders can be made will be that which is subject to the particular settlement that has a nuptial character, rather than all trust assets. Further, where the trust acquires property out of its own resources, rather than property being ‘settled,’ a pre-existing nuptial character of the trust would be required to enable orders against that property to be made. This indicates

---

232 *Kennon v Spry*, above n 204, at [186] per Heydon J. This accords with the English and New Zealand approaches to ‘nuptial settlements,’ as discussed earlier in this and the previous chapter.

233 *Kennon v Spry*, above n 204.

234 See *Kennon v Spry*, above n 204 at [209], [218]-[228] per Kiefel J for the overview of the context and purpose of s 85A.

235 *Kennon v Spry*, above n 204, at [230]. On the facts of *Kennon v Spry*, Kiefel J considered the requisite association (made in relation) to the marriage existed where the trust was used to hold property for the benefit of the parties engaged s 85A; the trust acquired a nuptial element over that property irrespective of there being no nuptial character when Dr Spry first settled the trust long before his marriage to Mrs Spry. Importantly, the wider terms of s 85A enabled this broader approach as Keifel J recognised in distinguishing English authorities.

236 *Kennon v Spry*, above n 204, at [229] per Kiefel J. As discussed in Chapter Two, this has been accepted by the New Zealand Court of Appeal as at least being arguable: *Kidd v Van Den Brink* [2010] NZCA 169. It is important to note, however, that Kiefel J was concerned with the purpose of s 85A being to recognise continuous contributions to trust though the marriage and that the statutory framework requiring contributions to be considered is quite distinct from the scope of Family Proceedings Act, s 182 pursuant to the Supreme Court interpretation in *Ward v Ward* [2009] NZSC 125; [2010] 2 NZLR 31.


238 See Paul Brereton, Judge of the Supreme Court New South Wales “The High Court and Family Law – Two Recent Excursions” (address to Family Court and Federal Magistrates Court Concurrent Conference, Canberra, 10 October 2010) who notes that Kiefel J does not consider this in her judgment.

239 In *Pickle v Pickle*, above 224, the Full Court held that Kiefel J’s view of s 85A only applies to assets which the parties have contributed to throughout the course of their marriage and which are held for their use and benefit. See also Brereton, above n 239, at 27. As an aside, it could be argued that orders available under s 85A only attach to ‘property’ that is dealt with by settlement so a merely discretionary interest in a trust would not be available as property. See Parkinson, above n 214. However, I disagree because s 85A refers to property ‘dealt with by settlement.’ The nuptial character connects the settlement to the marriage, not the nature of either
that s 85A could be applicable to some but not all trust assets, which also demonstrates the importance of s 79 being available to access trust property for a claimant spouse.

When trust assets are the subject of a ‘nuptial settlement’ the relative entitlements are determined by the court. Although s 85A is separate from the alteration of property interests under s 79, the same considerations are relevant in terms of influencing how the court will exercise its discretion to make just and equitable orders.\textsuperscript{241} This enables contributions to the relationship, as well as financial needs to be taken into account in making orders against trust property, which gives s 85A a much broader scope to provide from trust than New Zealand’s reasonable expectations test. The overall purpose of achieving just and equitable outcomes makes s 85A much more available to a spouse like Ms Kidd, if the ‘nuptial’ jurisdiction is met in relation to a particular settlement.

\textit{iii) Summary: Ms Kidd’s position under Australian Law}

There are much wider powers to access or take into account discretionary trusts in Australia than in New Zealand. The dynastic nature of a trust is not necessarily determinative of an inability to access. Nonetheless, the facts of Kidd make it unlikely that Ms Kidd would have been more successful in Australia.

C. Conclusion

The scope of both the MCA in England and the FLA in Australia enables much broader considerations of a range of factors that the P(R)A is not concerned with. This enables trust property to be available in a way that the P(R)A cannot justify, being premised only on an ability to adjusting property that represents the relationship efforts and to do so equally. The holistic view of financial need and property entitlement in these regimes, alongside the discretion available to adjust outcome to fit the reality of a particular case, means that the connection between assets and a relationship is able to be more remote if a case requires that one spouse provide for compensation or meet the needs of the other spouse. At the same time,

\textsuperscript{241} S 85A(2) expressly says the court is to consider the factors listed in s79(4).
the existence of other interests in trust property is relevant in both systems, able to be accounted for alongside the ‘relationship’ considerations.
IV. Understanding the Conceptual Barriers Between ‘Relationship Property Rights’ and Dynastic Trusts

The protection a dynastic trust offers assets that have been relevant to a particular relationship is significant. It is has been made clear from the outset of this paper that currently in New Zealand, post-relationship access to dynastic trust assets, no matter how integral to a relationship, will be rare if at all possible. Fundamentally this is because assets which are subject to a dynastic trust sit outside the relationship and the connection between any assets specifically and a particular relationship is too remote to base any ‘relationship property’ claim on. The significance of the proprietary conception of entitlement that is inherent in the P(R)A is evident when compared to the systems in place in England and Australia which enable much wider considerations to justify provision being made for a spouse, primarily through financial need.

This chapter argues that there is no justified basis for recognising post-relationship claims to dynastic trust assets within the current conceptual framework of New Zealand’s relationship property regime. Any entitlement related to the trust would need to be rationalised on a non-proprietary basis.

A. Re-visiting the Limited Concept of ‘Relationship Property Rights’

As discussed in Chapter One, the scheme of the P(R)A, which creates relationship property rights, is to remedy inequality in property benefits arising from contributions to a relationship. This means the objective of equalising relationship contributions is only structurally supported by powers to adjust proprietary entitlements that are sufficiently connected to the relationship efforts.

Although the P(R)A is considered to be “social legislation in its widest form”242 that “cuts across the normal rules of property law,”243 the conferral of relationship property rights is not based on any wide view of achieving general economic equality between spouses at the end of their relationship. Unlike the English and Australian jurisdictions, the P(R)A provides no

---

242 Reid v Reid [1979] 1 NZLR 572, at [59].
basis for orders being with overall fairness of outcome. Rather the objective is for ‘just division’\textsuperscript{244} of relationship property.

\textit{i) The Necessary Proprietary Connection}

The short answer to why there can be no ‘relationship property rights’ in dynastic trust assets is because neither spouse has beneficial ownership of any asset subject to the trust. This means there is no proprietary basis on which a relationship property claim could attach to any asset held in the trust. This is supported by considering that the absence of beneficial ownership in an asset is not the only determinative of a spouse’s lack of property rights in that asset at the end of his or her relationship. Any question of justifying access to assets in the absence of beneficial ownership is hamstrung by the secondary need for the asset to constitute ‘relationship property.’ This is because there is no right of general access to all property that is beneficially owned by either spouse; the P(R)A is only ever going to modify property rights in a limited class of property. Relationship based entitlements to property must therefore be conceived on a specific asset basis which requires a sufficient proprietary connection between the asset and the relationship. The dynastic context presents a unique challenge to this conception of post-relationship entitlement. This is because, if an asset has never been in the beneficial ownership of either spouse, on what basis can the asset be considered sufficiently relevant to the relationship to support a ‘relationship property’ claim? Without beneficial ownership no specific asset can be legitimately identified in a dynastic trust as having the necessary connection to the relationship.

\textit{ii) The Relevance of a Dynastic Trust to a Relationship}

Dynastic trust assets will only ever have been relevant to a relationship in two ways: firstly through the factual use and enjoyment of the trust property and secondly through one (or both) spouse’s discretionary interest in relation to the asset. Neither of these connections will suffice to support a claim of any property interest in the assets themselves.

In the first instance this is demonstrated easily outside the trust context. A couple who live in a house owned by one of their parents have no ‘relationship property’ entitlement to the house upon separation, regardless of the factual use and enjoyment of the house as their

\textsuperscript{244} Property (Relationships) Act, s 1M.
family home. The only difference between this situation and a situation where the house is held in a dynastic trust is through the second instance of relevance, the existence of a discretionary interest held by one or both spouses relating to the asset. This is more fundamental to clarifying the absence of basis for establishing any relationship property rights in specific dynastic assets. A discretionary interest does not create any property right in the asset and the retention of a discretionary interest which enables one spouse to continue to benefit in fact from an asset like the family home cannot be within the scope of proprietary inequality that the P(R)A seeks to redress.

In Ms Kidd’s situation her husband had no greater proprietary interest in any of the assets that were factually relevant to their relationship. It would be incredibly tenuous to afford any greater proprietary connection to an asset that is relevant to a relationship only in these limited ways and it is the proprietary connection that is necessary to justify the alteration of interests in specific assets that the P(R)A is concerned with equalising.

iii) The limited scope for reform within the P(R)A framework

The conceptual challenges to finding a ‘relationship property’ basis in the dynastic context becomes particularly important when considering reform options that argue for ways around the strict limitations of requiring ‘beneficial ownership’ to confer relationship property rights in trust assets. Any reform that is conceptually coherent with the P(R)A objectives will have a limited ability to provide any greater entitlement to dynastic trust property for a spouse like Ms Kidd. Such coherency is found where an asset being held in trust can be said to have defeated the relationship property rights of a spouse or partner or where the trust structure is undermining the objectives of the P(R)A.

For example, some commentators have suggested that a power to vary trusts insofar as the assets held in trust represent relationship property could enable appropriate effect be given to the objectives of the P(R)A. Peart, Henaghan and Kelly suggest that a trust settled by a third party could be amenable to such a power insofar as the assets it holds represent relationship property. They suggested that this would be the case where the action of one
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245 Admittedly, these arguments are not limited in application to dynastic trusts but the dynastic difference becomes important when considering the basis for reform that would give effect to relationship property rights in trust assets.

246 Peart, Henaghan and Kelly, above n 235.
spouse has led to an increase in value of trust property.\textsuperscript{247} However, this assumes that if the property wasn’t held in trust it would be beneficially owned by one of the spouses, so that the efforts of spouse would have given rise to relationship property rights, despite the property being sourced from a third party.\textsuperscript{248} This would only be true if the property had been distributed to the beneficiary spouse by the trust, which has obviously not occurred and may never have occurred. This raises the question of how it could ever be determinable that dynastic assets could justifiably be considered ‘relationship property,’ but for the trust? Unless the property is in the trust as the result of spousal disposition, there is no basis for saying that if the property wasn’t held in trust it would be in the beneficial ownership of either spouse.

Amending the P(R)A to include assets in which a person has a discretionary interest as ‘property’ or simply adopting a more ‘operative’\textsuperscript{249} interpretation of property ‘in line with the social purposes of the Act’\textsuperscript{250} also poses significant challenges to the qualified conception of equality that is inherent in the limited rights the P(R)A confers. No reform to the P(R)A as currently conceptualised can support the treatment of a dynastic trust asset as ‘property’ of the either spouse, without there being an underlying proprietary inequality to remedy. The only relevant inequality is measured in terms of the maximum interest either spouse has in the asset, which has to be considered relative to the other interested parties and is not quantifiable when all interests are discretionary. A power that would give direct access to dynastic trust assets in defiance of the limited proprietary basis for doing so cannot be rationalised as being premised on a proprietary entitlement to equality with one’s spouse as the P(R)A conceives it. Such a power would effectively require a carving out of a ‘relationship interest’ in an asset that is neither representative of the fruits of the marriage nor beneficially owned by any party that would then, logically, be available for division between both the spouses. To create a relationship-based priority in such an asset is arbitrary. It would be in disregard of the variety of interests that exist in the asset through the trust, and could

\begin{footnotes}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Peart, Henaghan and Kelly, above n 235, at 881.
\item Property (Relationships) Act, s 9A.
\item Frances Gush “Relationship Property Rights and Trusts: the “Bundle of Rights Theory? (LLM Thesis, Victoria University of Wellington, 2011) , at 72, discusses the ‘operative’ use of property in social legislation when she was discussing the wide conception of using ‘property’ in the Domestive Violence Act 1995 in providing occupations orders for spouses, The clear rationale for such an operative use of property, so that it would include discretionary interests, is driven by the protection objectives of the Act, The Property (Relationships) Act is not aimed at provision or protection and is social objectives must be considered in light of what it is aimed at.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotes}
only be premised on the use and enjoyment of the asset during the relationship, which is the only other relevant connection outside the discretionary interest one or either spouse holds. This is not justifiable when considered against other interests in the property.

Including wider conceptions of the types of ‘property’ that the P(R)A applies to, in a manner that creates indirect remedies for a spouse in relation to the trust, such as if discretionary interests were recognised as ‘property’ for the purpose of the P(R)A\textsuperscript{251} will be of little use when it comes to classifying that ‘property’ as relationship property. The source of the ‘property’ is important and any discretionary interest held by a spouse in a dynastic trust will be classified as separate property even if it could be given any value.\textsuperscript{252} The same challenge of classifying the relevance of the trust as relationship property is evident to simply including a broad term like ‘financial resources’ in the P(R)A.

Essentially, any inequality that exists for a spouse in Ms Kidd’s situation is not within the concept of equality that the P(R)A seeks to remedy. This is because, when entitlement is rationalised on a basis of respective property interests connected to a relationship, the limited nature of either spouse’s interest in dynastic assets means that neither unequally benefit from any ‘property’ held by either party. More is required than a discretionary interest in a particular asset to support a relationship property right. Unlike the regimes for redistributing wealth post-relationship in England and Australia which are fundamentally underpinned by wider objectives, the P(R)A is concerned only with achieving a limited type of equality between spouses at the end of their relationship. Ms Kidd’s situation is not one the P(R)A can respond to because according to the P(R)A’s scheme, equality is determined as between relative proprietary rights of spouses that are sufficiently connected to the relationship.

The conceptual challenges for recognising relationship property rights in dynastic assets mean that the dynastic fortress against relationship property rights is incredibly strong.


\textsuperscript{252} This is similar to the reasons offered in Chapter II for why any ‘bundle of rights’ type argument won’t create any entitlement to dynastic trust assets.
B. Re-Thinking Post-Relationship Obligations

A stronger conceptual basis for establishing the legal relevance of a dynastic trust could exist in the support received from the trust during the relationship, which directly affects the level of financial need a spouse faces upon separation. The trust becomes relevant not in a sense of generating proprietary entitlement to its assets but from the fact that it has supported a relationship significantly and the scope of consequences of relationship break down directly correlate to the level of support received during marriage.

A needs-based rationale is capable of incorporating wider connections between the trust and a relationship rather than to specific assets. However, the connection would only legitimately exist indirectly through a spousal obligation to remedy the financial need that is generated by the end of the relationship. This would preserve the integrity of the trust, as advocates for a power to consider ‘financial resources’ point out.253 There is currently a duty on spouses to meet the reasonable needs of each other in the form of maintenance254 based on assessment of the liable spouse’s ‘means.’ Expansion of maintenance powers to include an assessment of a spouse’s ‘financial resources’ could enable the trust to be relevant in the orders that would be determined against the spouse, in a similar way to how England approaches trusts.255

In the absence of a needs-based obligation owed by a spouse that is quantified with a realistic and broad assessment of wealth, through a test like ‘likely financial resources,’ there is no basis to justify considering the role of the trust in relationship break down. Wider social equality could make such an obligation desirable to impose. If spouses are not responsible for bridging the economic gap that reflects disparate financial needs caused by separation then it is an inevitable state burden.

253 See Gush, above n 250.
254 Family Proceedings Act 1980, s 64.
255 See Chapter III. In the Child Support Act 1991, s 150 provides for a liable parent’s ‘financial resources’ to be taken into account. This recognises a holistic assessment of wealth where a person owes a duty of support that could be used as a guideline for re-thinking spousal support obligations.
Conclusion

This paper set out to test the fortress of dynastic trusts against relationship property rights in New Zealand. It is clear that dynastic trusts afford significant protection from spousal claims against trust assets. Although accessing discretionary trust assets is a general difficulty for relationship property law, the dynastic difference creates a unique conceptual challenge for relationship property rights as currently conceived in the P(R)A. Following analysis of the limited ways that a relationship-based claim to dynastic assets could succeed outside of having relationship property rights per se in a particular asset the battle to prove entitlement is a long road for spouses like Ms Kidd.

The strongest argument for reforming this outcome and to enable the trust to be relevant in a post relationship context is to establish its relevance on a support basis, in obligation owed by a spouse to meet the needs of because Trying to establish a sufficient proprietary connection to justify spousal entitlements is inherently at odds with the lack of proprietary interests either spouse has in dynastic trust assets. The limitations of the concept of ‘relationship property rights’ in New Zealand enable dynastic trusts to keep a strong protection over family property. Without extensive conceptual and system wide reform to how we deal with post relationships entitlements in New Zealand, this generation’s family homes are likely to be the next generation’s castles, immune from spousal claims while held in dynastic trust.
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